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SET İÇERİĞİSET İÇERİĞİ

CHAMPION
11.1

NOTLAR

Grammar Test her konu için 8 adet hazırlanmaktadır. 

Bu sekiz testin ilk dördü alt konular ile ilgili ara testlerdir. Son dört test ise konunun 
tamamını taramaktadır.

Do & Check, Reading Test ve Skills Test çalışmalarının sonunda, o testte geçen 
kelimelerin Türkçe anlamlarının verildiği sözlük bölümü bulunmaktadır.

Grammar Worksheet alıştırma kağıtlarındaki ilk sayfa konu ile ilgili daha kolay 
cümlelerden oluşan alıştırmalar içermektedir.  

CHAMPION 11.1  setinde testler farklı zorluk seviyelerinde hazırlanmaktadır. 
Testin hangi zorluk seviyesinde olduğu testin ilk sayfasında belirtilmektedir.

CHAMPION 11.1 setinde iki ayrı tür deneme sınavı seti bulunmaktadır. (Practice 
Test ve Deneme Sınavları)

Deneme Sınavları 11. sınıf seviyesinde olan sınavlardan oluşmaktadır.

Practice Test setinde bulunan deneme sınavlarında kolay soru sayısı daha fazladır. 
Bu sınavlar, deneme sınavlarına hazırlanma amaçlı kullanılabileceği gibi, sınıf 
seviyesine göre tek başına bir sınav seti olarak da kullanılabilir.
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DİL BİLGİSİ ÇALIŞMALARI

champion 11.1 YKS DİL Hazırlık 
Setinde, dil bilgisi konuları detaylı 
olarak GRAMMAR start up kitabında 
incelenmektedir. Bu çalışmada konu 
anlatımı Türkçe yapılmış ve konularla 
ilgili örnekler farklı dil seviyelerine sahip 
öğrencilerin rahatlıkla takip edebileceği 
şekilde, farklı zorluk derecelerinde 
seçilmiştir.

Toplam 12 dil bilgisi konusunun 
(pronouns, tenses, modals, passive & 
causative, conjunctions, relative clauses, 
gerund & infinitive & participle, noun 
clauses, if & wish clauses, adjectives 
& adverbs, determiners, prepositions 
ve nouns & extra subjects) incelendiği 
GRAMMAR start up 592 sayfadan 
oluşmaktadır.

GRAMMAR start up kitabında, her konu 
için 2 adet 20 soruluk test ve çok sayıda 
alıştırma yer almaktadır.

Sınıf ortamında interaktif olarak 
kullanılabilir.

Sayfa Sayısı: 592
Test Soru Sayısı: 660
Alıştırma Soru Sayısı: 1800

Sayfa Sayısı: 592

STUDENT’S BOOK

TEACHER’S BOOK

Toplam Soru Sayısı: 2460

Örnek Z-Kitap 
İçeriği

SET İÇERİĞİ
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grammar test
champION 11.7

difficulty level
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. If Jake doesn’t start working harder, he ---- 

repeat the course next semester.

A)   has to
B)   must
C)   will have to
D)   could
E)   should

2. I was reading my book half an hour ago. It ---- be 

here somewhere.

A)   can
B)   must
C)   could
D)   would
E)   might

3. You ---- forget taking your sunscreen with you. 

It’s going to be very sunny and hot.

A)   might not
B)   don’t have to
C)   mustn’t
D)   needn’t
E)   weren’t supposed to

4. You ---- eat so much fast food and chocolate. 

They are really bad for your health.

A)   mustn’t 
B)   don’t have to
C)   couldn’t 
D)   needn’t 
E)   wouldn’t

5. How ---- you be tired? You have just got up from 

your bed!

A)   must
B)   might
C)   may
D)   can
E)   would

6. I think you ---- learn French if you want to work 

in that company. Their partners are in France. 

A)   would
B)   could
C)   needn’t
D)   had to
E)   should

7. Clint : ---- you speak French? 

 Barry : Only a few words, but my Italian 

is quite good.

A)   Must  B)   Could

C)   Should  D)   Can

  E)   May

8. My niece ---- already before she was even two 

years old. She was very quick.

A)   can talk
B)   must have talked
C)   should be talking
D)   might talk
E)   could talk

9. Nobody likes ---- get up early on a Sunday 

morning. It is usually harder than any other day.

A)   being able to
B)   getting used to
C)   having to
D)   not being able to
E)   not having to

10. Jason ---- to school for two weeks because he 

has broken his leg.

A)   won’t be able to go
B)   cannot be going
C)   wasn’t supposed to go
D)   mustn’t be going
E)   wouldn’t go

grammar test
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. If Jake doesn’t start working harder, he ---- 

repeat the course next semester.

A)   has to

B)   must

C)   will have to

D)   could

E)   should

2. I was reading my book half an hour ago. It ---- be 

here somewhere.

A)   can

B)   must

C)   could

D)   would

E)   might

3. You ---- forget taking your sunscreen with you. 

It’s going to be very sunny and hot.

A)   might not

B)   don’t have to

C)   mustn’t

D)   needn’t

E)   weren’t supposed to

4. You ---- eat so much fast food and chocolate. 

They are really bad for your health.

A)   mustn’t 

B)   don’t have to

C)   couldn’t 

D)   needn’t 

E)   wouldn’t

5. How ---- you be tired? You have just got up from 

your bed!

A)   must

B)   might

C)   may

D)   can

E)   would

6. I think you ---- learn French if you want to work 

in that company. Their partners are in France. 

A)   would

B)   could

C)   needn’t

D)   had to

E)   should

7. Clint 
: ---- you speak French? 

 Barry : Only a few words, but my Italian 

is quite good.

A)   Must  
B)   Could

C)   Should  
D)   Can

  
E)   May

8. My niece ---- already before she was even two 

years old. She was very quick.

A)   can talk

B)   must have talked

C)   should be talking

D)   might talk

E)   could talk

9. Nobody likes ---- get up early on a Sunday 

morning. It is usually harder than any other day.

A)   being able to

B)   getting used to

C)   having to

D)   not being able to

E)   not having to

10. Jason ---- to school for two weeks because he 

has broken his leg.

A)   won’t be able to go

B)   cannot be going

C)   wasn’t supposed to go

D)   mustn’t be going

E)   wouldn’t go

grammar test
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. If Jake doesn’t start working harder, he ---- 

repeat the course next semester.

A)   has to

B)   must

C)   will have to

D)   could

E)   should

2. I was reading my book half an hour ago. It ---- be 

here somewhere.

A)   can

B)   must

C)   could

D)   would

E)   might

3. You ---- forget taking your sunscreen with you. 

It’s going to be very sunny and hot.

A)   might not

B)   don’t have to

C)   mustn’t

D)   needn’t

E)   weren’t supposed to

4. You ---- eat so much fast food and chocolate. 

They are really bad for your health.

A)   mustn’t 

B)   don’t have to

C)   couldn’t 

D)   needn’t 

E)   wouldn’t

5. How ---- you be tired? You have just got up from 

your bed!

A)   must

B)   might

C)   may

D)   can

E)   would

6. I think you ---- learn French if you want to work 

in that company. Their partners are in France. 

A)   would

B)   could

C)   needn’t

D)   had to

E)   should

7. Clint 
: ---- you speak French? 

 Barry : Only a few words, but my Italian 

is quite good.

A)   Must  
B)   Could

C)   Should  
D)   Can

  
E)   May

8. My niece ---- already before she was even two 

years old. She was very quick.

A)   can talk

B)   must have talked

C)   should be talking

D)   might talk

E)   could talk

9. Nobody likes ---- get up early on a Sunday 

morning. It is usually harder than any other day.

A)   being able to

B)   getting used to

C)   having to

D)   not being able to

E)   not having to

10. Jason ---- to school for two weeks because he 

has broken his leg.

A)   won’t be able to go

B)   cannot be going

C)   wasn’t supposed to go

D)   mustn’t be going

E)   wouldn’t go

grammar test
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Subject & Object Pronouns - Possessive Adjectives 

& Pronouns

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. As technology has progressed, ---- has grown

more and more complex.

A) it

B) its

C) it’s

D) it is

E) itself

2. All of ---- feel the need to talk to others because

we are social beings.

A) they

B) we

C) them

D) us

E) ours

3. Most housecats have twelve whiskers on each

side of ---- nose.

A) it’s

B) it

C) their

D) theirs

E) them

4. Men are more likely to say that brown is one of

---- favourite colours.

A) his

B) him

C) their

D) theirs

E) them

5. My friend’s passport was in her bag but I didn’t

know where ---- was.

A) her

B) him

C) our

D) mine

E) me

6. The whistling swan has more than 25,000

feathers on ---- body.

A) their

B) theirs

C) them

D) it

E) its

7. I decided not to buy the bag because ---- price

was higher than I could afford.

A) my

B) me

C) mine

D) it’s

E) its

8. One of the students was unable to hand in ----

assignment on time.

A) him

B) hers

C) his

D) their

E) theirs

9. The Japanese love to read and are proud of ----

hundred percent literacy rate.

A) his

B) him

C) hers

D) their

E) them

10. In Iceland, Domino’s Pizza has a reindeer

sausage pie on ---- menu.

A) them

B) theirs

C) it

D) its

E) it is

Grammar Worksheet alıştırma kağıtlarında 
öğrencilerin hedeflenen konu ile ilgili 

becerilerini artırmaya yönelik değişik tiplerde 
alıştırmalar bulunur. Her konu için 1 adet 

hazırlanmıştır ve 4 sayfadan oluşmaktadır.

Her konu için 8 adet  
Grammar Test hazırlanmıştır. Bu 
testlerin ilk 4 tanesi ara test, son 

4’ü ise konu sonu testi olarak 
planlanmıştır. Grammar Testleri 3 

farklı seviyede hazırlanmıştır. 

Eğitim yılı içinde, öğretmenlerin istedikleri  
zaman kullanabilecekleri ve işlenmiş  

konularla ilgili tekrar çalışması yapabilecekleri  
Revision Test’ler her konu için 2 adet üretilmiştir. 

Revision testler 2 farklı seviyede hazırlanmıştır. 
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. If Jake doesn’t start working harder, he ---- 

repeat the course next semester.

A)   has to
B)   must
C)   will have to
D)   could
E)   should

2. I was reading my book half an hour ago. It ---- be 

here somewhere.

A)   can
B)   must
C)   could
D)   would
E)   might

3. You ---- forget taking your sunscreen with you. 

It’s going to be very sunny and hot.

A)   might not
B)   don’t have to
C)   mustn’t
D)   needn’t
E)   weren’t supposed to

4. You ---- eat so much fast food and chocolate. 

They are really bad for your health.

A)   mustn’t 
B)   don’t have to
C)   couldn’t 
D)   needn’t 
E)   wouldn’t

5. How ---- you be tired? You have just got up from 

your bed!

A)   must
B)   might
C)   may
D)   can
E)   would

6. I think you ---- learn French if you want to work 

in that company. Their partners are in France. 

A)   would
B)   could
C)   needn’t
D)   had to
E)   should

7. Clint : ---- you speak French? 

 Barry : Only a few words, but my Italian 

is quite good.

A)   Must  B)   Could

C)   Should  D)   Can

  E)   May

8. My niece ---- already before she was even two 

years old. She was very quick.

A)   can talk
B)   must have talked
C)   should be talking
D)   might talk
E)   could talk

9. Nobody likes ---- get up early on a Sunday 

morning. It is usually harder than any other day.

A)   being able to
B)   getting used to
C)   having to
D)   not being able to
E)   not having to

10. Jason ---- to school for two weeks because he 

has broken his leg.

A)   won’t be able to go
B)   cannot be going
C)   wasn’t supposed to go
D)   mustn’t be going
E)   wouldn’t go

grammar test
champION 11.7
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GERUND & INFINITIVE & PARTICIPLE   
54

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. My friends and I miss ---- most of our times on 

games and other funny things; in other words, 

---- a child.

A)   to spend / to be
B)   spending / being
C)   spend / to be
D)   to spending / being
E)   be spent / having been

2. My brother has decided ---- his career as a 

freelancer because he loves ---- at home and 

thinks he’s more productive this way.

A)   go on / to be
B)   went on / being
C)   to going on / be
D)   going on / to being
E)   to go on / being

3. My parents permit ---- up late on Friday and 

Saturday nights only because we don’t have to 

get up early the next days.

A)   stayed  B)   to stay

C)   stay  D)   staying

 E)   being stayed

4. My grandpa doesn’t recollect ---- through the 

years of war because he was very small then.

A)   going  B)   to go

C)   gone  D)   to going

 E)   be going

5. We are expected ---- the best we can in the 

university exam and that causes stress.

A)   to do  B)   doing

C)   to be doing  D)   having done

 E)   to doing

6. I don’t know what Jason advised you ----, but I’d 

suggest that you don’t tell Mary about it.

A)   doing
B)   do
C)   to be done
D)   to do
E)   having done

7. Most children enjoy ---- in an amusement park 

and they never want ---- back home.  

A)   be / to going
B)   to be / to be gone
C)   being / to going
D)   being / to go
E)   to be / going

8. It is going to be a wonderful plan if you consent 

---- accordingly. We need you to carry out the 

plan.

A)   acting
B)   to act
C)   act
D)   acted
E)   having acted

9. Once you fi nish ---- your homework, you should 

go on ---- for your piano course.

A)   to do / practising
B)   doing / practise
C)   to doing / practising
D)   doing / to practise
E)   to do / practise

10. The prisoner demands ---- his lawyers one more 

time before the trial. I don’t think he should be 

given the opportunity.

A)   meeting
B)   meet
C)   to meet
D)   having met
E)   to be m et

grammar test
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Subject & Object Pronouns - Possessive Adjectives 

& Pronouns

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. As technology has progressed, ---- has grown

more and more complex.

A) it
B) its
C) it’s
D) it is
E) itself

2. All of ---- feel the need to talk to others because

we are social beings.

A) they
B) we
C) them
D) us
E) ours

3. Most housecats have twelve whiskers on each

side of ---- nose.

A) it’s
B) it
C) their
D) theirs
E) them

4. Men are more likely to say that brown is one of

---- favourite colours.

A) his
B) him
C) their
D) theirs
E) them

5. My friend’s passport was in her bag but I didn’t

know where ---- was.

A) her
B) him
C) our
D) mine
E) me

6. The whistling swan has more than 25,000

feathers on ---- body.

A) their
B) theirs
C) them
D) it
E) its

7. I decided not to buy the bag because ---- price

was higher than I could afford.

A) my
B) me
C) mine
D) it’s
E) its

8. One of the students was unable to hand in ----

assignment on time.

A) him
B) hers
C) his
D) their
E) theirs

9. The Japanese love to read and are proud of ----

hundred percent literacy rate.

A) his
B) him
C) hers
D) their
E) them

10. In Iceland, Domino’s Pizza has a reindeer

sausage pie on ---- menu.

A) them
B) theirs
C) it
D) its
E) it is
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. ---- the accident, the driver was hurled from the car, and was later found about 30 meters from the vehicle.

A)  Beyond  B)  BeforeC)  Above  D)  Through E)  During

2. The postponement of negotiations ---- the union ---- management will only make things more diffi cult.

A)  from / to  B)  by / andC)  for / of  D)  between / and E)  with / and

3. People should never have a negative attitude ---- their relatives as they are the closest relationship they have.

A)  towards  B)  nearbyC)  without  D)  behind E)  without

4. What was the reason ---- your absence ---- school yesterday? Why didn’t you come?
A)  of / at  B)  on / aboutC)  for / from  D)  in / within E)  at / after

5. The biggest advantage ---- having a garden is that you can get wonderful fresh vegetables every day.

A)  for  B)  atC)  by  D)  in E)  of

6. The downturn in the European economy is sure to have an impact ---- the American economy as well.

A)  off  B)  onC)  in  D)  to E)  at

7. The little boy felt really ashamed ---- himself when his mother caught him stealing change out of her purse.

A)  for  B)  onC)  from  D)  of E)  at

8. We currently have many well-organized sales offi ces all ---- the country.
A)  about  B)  underC)  beyond  D)  before E)  over

9. If the Earth’s surface were completely smoothed out, both ---- and ------ the water, the ocean would cover the entire globe to a depth of 4000 meters.
A)  above / below B)  from / toC)  off / upon  D)  under / above E)  during / after

10. More than romantic love, marriage is ---- a commitment ---- one’s spouse regardless of the circumstances of life.

A)  among / up  B)  into / toC)  from / at  D)  about / to E)  along / in
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Subject & Object Pronouns - Possessive Adjectives & Pronouns

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boşbırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya daifadeyi bulunuz.

1. As technology has progressed, ---- has grownmore and more complex.
A) it
B) its
C) it’s
D) it is
E) itself

2. All of ---- feel the need to talk to others becausewe are social beings.
A) they
B) we
C) them
D) us
E) ours

3. Most housecats have twelve whiskers on eachside of ---- nose.
A) it’s
B) it
C) their
D) theirs
E) them

4. Men are more likely to say that brown is one of---- favourite colours.
A) his
B) him
C) their
D) theirs
E) them

5. My friend’s passport was in her bag but I didn’tknow where ---- was.
A) her
B) him
C) our
D) mine
E) me

6. The whistling swan has more than 25,000feathers on ---- body.

A) their
B) theirs
C) them
D) it
E) its

7. I decided not to buy the bag because ---- pricewas higher than I could afford.
A) my
B) me
C) mine
D) it’s
E) its

8. One of the students was unable to hand in ----assignment on time.

A) him
B) hers
C) his
D) their
E) theirs

9. The Japanese love to read and are proud of ----hundred percent literacy rate.
A) his
B) him
C) hers
D) their
E) them

10. In Iceland, Domino’s Pizza has a reindeersausage pie on ---- menu.

A) them
B) theirs
C) it
D) its
E) it is
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pronouns

grammar worksheet

A. Circle the correct personal pronoun.

1. They saw Steve and me / I at the movies last night after class.

2. He is going to the party with you and me / I if you don’t mind.

3. You and her / she ought to return the books to the library because they are already overdue.

4. Prof. Molina left a message for you and me / I. He needs to see us.

5. Ron invited Mary and me / I to have dinner with him.

6. Emily is a good basketball player. I watch Betsy and she / her carefully during games.

7. Tom and me / I, both want to marry Ann. She has to choose between he and I / him and me.

8. Nick ate dinner with the Robertsons and we / us. 

9. The new student has been assigned to work on the group research project with you and I / me.

10. He rang Mary and invited she / her to dinner.

B. Circle the correct answer.

1. If she borrows your / yours coat, then you should be able to borrow her / hers.

2. Each pot and pan in her kitchen has it / its own place on the shelf.

3. Mary and Mike invited their / theirs parents to see their / theirs new apartment.

4. When my roommate paid her / hers half of the rent, I paid my / mine.

5. All students need to bring their / theirs own pencils and answer sheets to the exam.

6. All of her / hers secretaries are working late tonight to finish her / hers report.

7. The horse trotting around the track won it’s / its race a few minutes ago.

8. Before the report is finalised, the information in their / theirs notes and our / ours must be proved.

9. She worked all day cooking food and making decorations for her / hers son’s birthday party.

10. The weather in the mountains this weekend will be extremely cold, so please take your / yours heavy jackets.

C. Fill in the blanks.

1. All those accomplishments of ________________ mean nothing to me if she hasn’t learnt to be an honest 

person.

2. Everybody in the court was fascinated by the Queen when ________________ saw her descending the stairs.

3. He ________________ should have apologized to me, not someone else speaking on behalf of him.

4. If ________________ else has any other questions, I will go on to explain the details.

5. He painted the whole house by himself; that was an incredible deed of ________________.

6. In order to make good decisions about their future, students need to know certain things 

 about ________________ and ________________ capacities.

7. Apart from my close friends who almost know every detail of my life, nobody around me 

 knows ________________ about what I will do after I have resigned.  

8. One has to take care of ________________ well while he is abroad. 

9. For some, a friend is someone who chats with you on the Internet while for ________________ a friend is a 

person who has known you all your life.

10. My cat is deaf from birth so he is vulnerable to danger and cannot protect ________________ against his 

enemies.
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1. - 15. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 

yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 

bulunuz.

1. I think yours is the most favourable of all the 

proposals I ---- by now.

A)   am receiving

B)   had been receiving

C)   have received

D)   had received 

E)   receive

2. My sister ---- an interest in astronomy ever since 

she ---- a book about comets.

A)   had / has read

B)   has had / read

C)   was having / reads

D)   had had / has read

E)   has / was reading

3. A completely new situation ---- when the new 

examination system ---- into existence.

A)   will arise / comes

B)   arose / has come

C)   has arisen / comes

D)   had arisen / used to come

E)   arises / came

4. In the 1950s and 1960s, there ---- hardly any 

need for automobiles to be fuel-efficient since 

gasoline ---- plentiful and cheap.

A)   has been / is

B)   had been / has been

C)   was / was

D)   had been / is

E)   was / has been

5. He has promised that he ---- us a prompt reply 

as soon as he ---- our application forms.

A)   gave / will receive

B)   was going to give / receives

C)   will give / has received

D)   is giving / is receiving

E)   has given / will receive

6. Harriet Stowe, who ---- from 1811 to 1896, ---- 

famous as a writer and human rights reformer.

A)   has been living / became

B)   lives / has become

C)   has lived / had become

D)   lived / became

E)   is living / has become

7. In the past few decades, Turkey’s economy ---- a 

lot. 

A)   will improve 

B)   improves 

C)   improved

D)   had improved 

E)   has improved

8. Once there ---- regularly scheduled airlines, it 

became impractical to make a business trip by 

ocean liner because it took too long.

A)   have been

B)   were 

C)   will be 

D)   would be

E)   would have been 

9. When he ---- the mistake he had made, he ---- to 

be more careful next time.

A)   saw / promised 

B)   has seen / had promised

C)   had seen / has promised

D)   would see / promised

E)   has seen / would promise

10. By the time you ----, I can guarantee that you ---- 

many great friendships that will hopefully last a 

lifetime.

A)   will leave / are going to make

B)   leave / will have made

C)   have left / made

D)   are going to leave / make

E)   left / have made
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2
SIMPLE TENSES

A. Use the correct tense to complete the sentences.

1. Normally I _______________ (start) work at eight o’clock but I _______________ (start) at 7 this week. We 

are busy just now.

2. We _______________ (go) camping every year. It’s a good cheap holiday. Hotels _______________ (cost) 

too much.

3. What’s that smell? Something _______________ (burn) in the kitchen.

4. I _______________ (work) overtime this month because I _______________ (save up) to buy a car.

5. He _______________ (smoke) thirty cigarettes a day but at the moment he _______________ (try) very hard 

to cut down.

6. The dentist’s waiting room was full of people. Some _______________ (read) magazines, others 

_______________ (just / turn) over the pages. A woman _______________ (knit), a child _______________ 

(play) with a toy car. Suddenly the door _______________ (open) and the nurse _______________ (say) 

“Next, please.”

7. What _______________ (you / do) between 9.00 and 10.00 yesterday?

8. Yesterday David _______________ (cross) a street when a truck _______________ (turn) the corner very 

fast and almost _______________ (hit) him.

9. Last Saturday while Sandy _______________ (clean) out the attic, she _______________ (find) her 

grandmother’s wedding dress.

10. I’ll meet you at the airport tomorrow. After you _______________ (go) through customs, look for me just 

outside the gate. I _______________ (stand) right by the door.

11. Alice : Why did you buy so many tomatoes?

 John : I _______________ (make) a lot of spaghetti sauce.

12. Bruce : Jack is very angry with you.

 Sandra : Is he? I didn’t notice. I _______________ (ring) him and apologize.

13. Haley : Oh, dear. I can’t do this homework.

 Jake : Don’t worry. I _______________ (help) you.

14. Please come and visit me today when you _______________ (have) a chance. I _______________ (shop) 

from 1.00 to 2.30 but I’ll be home after that.

15. Do you think you _______________ (still work) here in five years’ time?

16. I don’t think I _______________ (see) him tonight.

17. In five years, a permanent space station _______________ (circle) the moon.

18. Jack : Hurry up! We’re waiting for you. What’s taking you so long? 

 Andy: I _______________ (expect) an important phone call. Go ahead and leave without me.

19. Sarah  : What _______________ (think) of the new simplified tax law?

 James : It’s more confusing than the old one.

20. Most of the people in the village _______________ (sleep) when the earthquake happened.

21. When the hurricane _______________ (reach) the coast of Texas sometime tomorrow afternoon, it will 

destroy the whole area.

22. While I _______________ (watch) TV last night, a mouse ran across the floor. 

23. Next week when there _______________ (be) a full moon, the ocean tides _______________ (be) higher.

24. The earth _______________ (depend) on the sun for its heat and light.

25. Ron had a small accident. He _______________ (fall) down when his foot got caught in the rug.

26. When Mrs Grant _______________ (have) trouble, she _______________ (seek) help from her neighbours.

27. When I was a child, my mother always _______________ (serve) cookies and milk to my friends and me 

when we _______________ (come) to my house after school.

28. Peter _______________ (act) very strangely these days. What’s come over him?

29. Even though John wasn’t a good swimmer, he _______________ (jump) into the river to rescue the little girl 

who _______________ (drown).

30. Those black clouds look bad. It _______________ (rain) I’m afraid.
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5

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 

yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 

bulunuz.

1. Chole : The battery of this phone is killing me. It 

only lasts for a couple of hours.

 Gary : ---- buy a new one?

A)   You had better B)   Let’s

C)   Why don’t you D)   You should

  E)   Do you

2. Isaac : ---- mind if I borrowed your car for a few 

hours?

 Eric : No problem. I’m not going to need it 

today.

A)   Do you  B)   Why don’t you

C)   Shall I  D)   Would you

  E)   Shall we

3. Haley : ---- replace the furniture in this room 

with a more modern set?

 Joe : That sounds like a great idea to me.

A)   Shall we  B)   Do you

C)   Are you  D)   Will I

  E)   Would I

4. My elder brother will probably become a 

professional musician. He ---- play almost any 

instrument you can think of.

A)   was allowed to B)   is able to

C)   ought to  D)   would rather

  E)   doesn’t mind

5. Ray : ---- do me a favor? I need your help with 

this report.

 Helen : I wish I could but I’m rather busy at the 

moment.

A)   Shall we  B)   Will I

C)   Do I  D)   Do you

  E)   Will you

6. You ---- worry about the details of the plan. I’ll 

take care of them. 

A)   may not  B)   needn’t have

C)   don’t have to D)   couldn’t have

  E)   might not

7. She came here to discuss the issue but it was 

not necessary. She ---- all the way down here. 

A)   needn’t have come

B)   doesn’t have to

C)   may not have come

D)   would not be coming

E)   can’t have come

8.  He bought me a big bunch of roses to make up 

for his mistake but it was not necessary. Instead, 

he ---- he was very sorry. 

A)   might be saying

B)   could have said

C)   would say

D)   would rather say

E)   doesn’t mind saying

9.  You’re putting on weight. You ---- cut down on 

the amount of sugar you take.

A)   would rather

B)   are allowed to

C)   had better

D)   don’t mind

E)   may have

10.  You ---- be at the stadium half an hour before the 

match. You had better hurry up or else you’re 

going to be late.

A)   are supposed to

B)   are able to

C)   don’t mind

D)   are allowed to

E)   would rather
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modalsgrammar worksheet 3
A. Fill in the blanks with suitable modals.

1. _______________ I order a taxi for you?

2. The car broke down and we _______________ have it towed to a garage.

3. I’m sorry to _______________ tell you this but you leave me no alternative.

4. The house had just been decorated so we _______________ do anything before moving in.

5. I realize how difficult the situation is, but you _______________ let it get you down.

6. You _______________ see a doctor if you’re still feeling ill tomorrow.

7. He talks about walking to the moon, he _______________ be crazy.

8. You _______________ be my mother, she _______________ never say such a thing in a million years.

9. The main road was under repair but luckily we _______________ find an alternative route.

10. We expect to _______________ move into our new house at the end of the month.

11. His eyesight _______________ be poor. He wears glasses all the time.

12. I’m not sure but you _______________ find him in his office during the week.

13. You _______________ reveal my secrets to everyone, do you?

14. Despite the heavy rain, the footballers _______________ play an excellent game.

15. I _______________ stop for a while. My feet are killing me.

16. According to the brochure, the facilities _______________ be superb but in fact they were dreadful.

17. Whenever the dog wants to go out, I _______________ get up and open the door.

18. When I am 18, I’ll be of age. Then I _______________ live at home if I don’t want to.

19. Philip suggests that the money _______________ be raised by public subscription.

20. The children normally go to bed at 9:00, but they _______________ stay up late on Fridays and Saturdays.

B. Fill in the blanks with suitable modals.

1. Ava : I phoned you at nine this morning but I got no answer.

 Nathan : I’m sorry. I _______________ (be) in the garden.

2. Ray : I’ve opened another bottle.

 Sara : You _______________ (do) that. We haven’t finished this one yet.

3. Sally : Perhaps he swam across.

 Oliver : He _______________ (do) that. He can’t swim.

4. Sonny : I saw Ann in the library this morning.

 Leah : Are you sure? You _______________ (see) someone else.

5. Rose : I had to get down the mountain in a very thick fog.

 Kyle : Really! It _______________  (be) pretty difficult.

6. Blake : Joe returned home with a tiger cub in his hands.

 Kate : His wife _______________ (be) very pleased about that. She’s fond of animals you know.

7. You _______________ (make) two copies. One would also have been enough.

8. You two went to that party and didn’t even tell me. You _______________ (call) me at least.

9.   You _______________ (inform) the company’s accountant much earlier. The boss will surely get crazy on 

learning this.

10. Look! It’s raining now. You _______________ (water) the garden at all.

11. I heard the way you were talking to your granny last night and got upset. You _______________ (talk) to her 

like that since she is a lot older than you.

12. You _______________ (be) at the museum on Tuesday! It was closed all day.

13. Janet said she had bought a brand new car. It ________________ (cost) her a fortune.

14. You _______________ (tell) Kate about the accident. I had already told her.

15. My father told me that he himself had taken my mother to the doctor’s, so I _______________ (drive) her 

there.
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Passive & Causative

8

1. - 15. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 

yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 

bulunuz.

1. Currently, an investigation ---- to discover why 

the building collapsed.

A)   carried out 
B)   carries out 
C)   is carrying out 
D)   is being carried out 
E)   will carry out 

2. After the accident happened, Steven ---- to the 

local hospital. 

A)   is being taken B)   was taken 

C)   will take   D)   was taking 

  E)   will be taken 

3. The telephone ---- due to the heavy storm, so I 

---- the chance to call them.

A)   cuts off / don’t have
B)   will cut off / won’t have 
C)   cut off / am not having
D)   was cutting off / wasn’t having

E)   was cut off / didn’t have

4. Since it ---- in the late 1970’s, the mountain bike 

---- incredibly popular.

A)   has been invented / became

B)   had invented / became
C)   invented / has become
D)   is invented / will become

E)   was invented / has become

5. A few years ago South America ---- to extreme 

rain and rising sea levels.

A)   subjected 
B)   was subjected 
C)   subjects
D)   will subject
E)   had subjected

6. Recently, Stephanie ---- that she ---- a chance of 

being chosen for the national team.

A)   told / had
B)   is being told / had had
C)   has told / was having
D)   was told / will have
E)   has been told / has

7. Nobody ---- exactly when gunpowder ----.

A)   knew / had invented
B)   knows / was invented
C)   was known / was invented

D)   is known / is invented
E)   knows / invented

8. Only a few of the sounds that ---- by insects ---- 

by humans.

A)   are produced / can be heard

B)   produced / can be heard
C)   are producing / can hear

D)   were produced / can be hearing

E)   produce / can be heard

9. Large bodies of water ---- solid because the 

sheet of ice on the surface ---- the water below it 

from the cold air.

A)   never froze / is protected

B)   never freeze / protects
C)   are never frozen / is protected

D)   will never freeze / was protected

E)   are never freezing / will protect

10. For her book Jubilee, Margaret Walker ---- the 

Pulitzer Prize in 1966.

A)   is being awarded
B)   will award
C)   awarded
D)   will be awarded
E)   was awarded
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 

yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 

bulunuz.

1. David does not like talking about ---- girlfriend 

but she likes talking about ----.

A) him / their
B) his / him
C) her / his
D) hers / his
E) their / they

2. We are not interested in George and Lisa’s 

problems but ---- are interested in ----.

A) they / our
B) their / us
C) hers / our
D) they / ours
E) his / us

3. There were a lot of people waiting at the door. 

Some of ---- looked very angry.

A) they
B) his
C) them
D) theirs
E) hers

4. Greg doesn’t know much about this country. ---- 

only knows ---- capital city.

A) He / his
B) She / it’s
C) He / its
D) It / his
E) Its / its

5. You don’t have to wait here with ----. I don’t want 

---- to waste your time. 

A) me / your
B) my / you
C) mine / your
D) I / you
E) me / you

6. It is quite normal that some of us like watching 

horror films very much while ---- don’t. 

A) another’s
B) some other
C) any other
D) the other’s
E) others

7. The minister answered a couple of questions 

and then said he didn’t want ---- questions.

A) any other
B) all other
C) some other
D) every other
E) each other

8. Some of the students in this class do homework 

regularly, while ---- don’t do any homework at all.

A) any other
B) every other
C) other
D) the others
E) the other’s

9. One of the boats in the marina was red. All ---- 

boats were white.

A) other
B) the other
C) others
D) the others
E) the other’s

10. Two of the singers in the chorus were new. All 

---- have been in the chorus for years.

A) other
B) the other
C) others
D) the others
E) the other’s
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4 PASSIVE & CAUSATIVE
grammar worksheet

A. Use the given verb in either active or passive form in a suitable tense.
1. Forty per cent of the world’s oxygen _______________ (produce) in the Amazon rainforests.2. The game _______________ (win, probably) by the other team tomorrow. They’re a lot better than we are.3. Dozens of people _______________ (see) the accident, including my friend, who _______________ (interview) by the police.

4. In my country, certain prices _______________ (control) by the government, such as the prices of medical supplies. 

5. Yesterday the wind _______________ (blow) my hat off my head. I did not want to lose it because it’s my favourite hat.

6. Right now, Alex is in hospital. He _______________ (treat) for a bad burn on his hand and arm.7. Yesterday a purse-snatcher _______________ (catch) by a dog while he _______________ (chase) by the police.

8. Frostbite may occur when the skin _______________ (expose) to extreme cold. 
9. The first fish _______________ (appear) on the earth about 500 million years ago. Up to now 20.000 kinds _______________ (name) and _______________ (describe) by scientists.
10. Proper first aid can save a victim’s life, especially if the victim is bleeding heavily, has stopped breathing, or _______________ (poison). 

B. Use the given verb in either active or passive form in a suitable tense.
1. At the present time, the oldest house in town _______________ (restore) by the Historical Society.2. Oliver : What a beautiful old wooden chest! Sofia : It _______________ (build) by my grandfather over fifty years ago.
3. At one time, the entire world _______________ (rule) by dinosaurs. 
4. Disneyland _______________ (visit) by more than ten million people every year.
5. Many of us take water for granted in our daily lives, but people who live in the desert _______________ (not use) water carelessly. To them, each drop is precious.
6. I _______________ (not agree) with people who say space exploration is a waste of money. 7. Do you really think that we _______________ (invade) by creatures from outer space in the near future?8. Most insects _______________ (live) for less than a year. The common housefly _______________ (live) from 19 to 30 days.

9. _______________ (you, accept, already) by this university when you heard about the other scholarship?10. I got into a taxi quickly because I _______________ (follow) by two strange men. As soon as I got into the taxi, I _______________ (feel) a little safer.
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1. - 15. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. I couldn’t concentrate on anything else ---- my workload.

A)   much as
B)   nonetheless
C)   because of
D)   so that
E)   as a result

2. We all agree that the plan is practical; ----, the chairman thinks otherwise.
A)   nevertheless
B)   despite
C)   but for
D)   in order that
E)   no matter

3. ---- a few weather stations, there is not a single settlement in the South Pole.
A)   In case
B)   Therefore
C)   As
D)   Apart from
E)   However

4. ---- had I opened the window than a butterfl y fl ew into the room.

A)   Hardly
B)   No sooner
C)   Neither
D)   Either
E)   Not only

5. If law and order are not preserved, ---- the citizen ---- his property is safe.
A)   either / and
B)   no sooner / when
C)   neither / nor
D)   both / or
E)   hardly / than

6. ---- mismanagement, the fi rm was criticized a lot.
A)   In spite of
B)   Now that
C)   In case
D)   Although
E)   Due to

7. Emma Thompson was nominated for an Academy award as ---- a screenwriter and an actress in 1996.

A)   both
B)   either
C)   neither
D)   no sooner
E)   not only

8. Our apartment is not only centrally located, ---- it’s near a park as well.

A)   so
B)   in order to
C)   such as
D)   but
E)   in the event that

9. You must speak more realistically ---- convince your teacher. 

A)   despite
B)   in order that
C)   due to
D)   for
E)   so as to

10. A large number of people live in the Bolivian jungles ---- its bad climate.

A)   because
B)   meanwhile
C)   despite
D)   whereas
E)   moreover
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. David does not like talking about ---- girlfriend but she likes talking about ----.
A) him / their
B) his / him
C) her / his
D) hers / his
E) their / they

2. We are not interested in George and Lisa’s problems but ---- are interested in ----.
A) they / our
B) their / us
C) hers / our
D) they / ours
E) his / us

3. There were a lot of people waiting at the door. Some of ---- looked very angry.
A) they
B) his
C) them
D) theirs
E) hers

4. Greg doesn’t know much about this country. ---- only knows ---- capital city.
A) He / his
B) She / it’s
C) He / its
D) It / his
E) Its / its

5. You don’t have to wait here with ----. I don’t want ---- to waste your time. 
A) me / your
B) my / you
C) mine / your
D) I / you
E) me / you

6. It is quite normal that some of us like watching horror films very much while ---- don’t. 
A) another’s
B) some other
C) any other
D) the other’s
E) others

7. The minister answered a couple of questions and then said he didn’t want ---- questions.
A) any other
B) all other
C) some other
D) every other
E) each other

8. Some of the students in this class do homework regularly, while ---- don’t do any homework at all.
A) any other
B) every other
C) other
D) the others
E) the other’s

9. One of the boats in the marina was red. All ---- boats were white.

A) other
B) the other
C) others
D) the others
E) the other’s

10. Two of the singers in the chorus were new. All ---- have been in the chorus for years.
A) other
B) the other
C) others
D) the others
E) the other’s

champION 11.7
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grammar worksheet Gerund & Infinitive & Participle
7

A. Complete the sentences with the GERUND or the INFINITIVE using the verbs given in brackets.

1. The Prime Minister said he was looking forward to _______________ (meet) the US President.

2. People need _______________ (study) the facts and make informed judgements rather than just stick to one 

person’s theory.3. Some people avoid _______________ (vaccinate) for fl u because they believe that it is ineffective.

4. I would hate _______________ (work) for a company having no faith in its employees.

5. The gang members were accused of _______________ (kidnap) two people.

6. The four men who are suspected of having hijacked the plane are believed ______________ (train) for years. 

7. According to the authorities, the explosion at the gas station appears ______________ (cause) by a cigarette.

8. To commemorate the anniversary of the company’s foundation, the administrators are pleased 

_______________ (announce) that they would hold a party. 
9. Do you think your father would object to our _______________ (get married)?

10. He said he wasn’t used to _______________ (speak) in public.

B. Complete the sentences with the GERUND or the INFINITIVE using the verbs given in brackets.

1. I totally regret _______________ (waste) my fi rst two years at the university by studying very little.

2. I had already learned to drive a car by the time I was 16 since my father let me _______________ (drive) his 

car at weekends. 3. My father hesitated _______________ (take) the hitchhiker and pretended _______________ (not see) him. 

4. The thieves denied _______________ (commit) the crime but soon I am sure they will tell the truth.

5. Listening to my parents discussing going to London on holiday I decided _______________ (leave) them 

alone and went out to get some fresh air. 
6. Because I had forgotten _______________ (lock) the door before we left our apartment, a thief stole many of 

the valuable things in our house.7. Due to the ever-increasing crime rates, many big cities are too dangerous for citizens _______________ 

(walk) alone at nights.8. I certainly didn’t mean _______________ (offend) my wife when I told her how much weight she had put on 

recently.
9. Several security guards and a number of citizens have been reported _______________ (injure) at the 

terrorist assault yesterday. 10. The boy admitted _______________ (steal) the money from the safe last night.

C. Complete the sentences with the GERUND or the INFINITIVE using the verbs given in brackets

1. I remember _______________ (visit) Paris when I was very young.

2. Did you remember _______________ (phone) Jim last night? 
3. I shall never forget _______________ (be taken) to see the Moscow State Circus.

4. I forgot _______________ (go) to the chemist’s on my way home. 

5. We all tried _______________ (stop) him but he wouldn’t listen to any of us. 

6. If you want to stop coughing, why don’t you try _______________ (drink) some water? 

7. She got annoyed because her husband stopped _______________ (look) at every shop window. 

8. Just stop _______________ (talk) and listen for a moment. 
9. I regret _______________ (tell) you that there’s been an accident. 

10. He regretted _______________ (stay) in the same job for so long. 

DİLKO® YDT İNGİLİZCE

CHAMPION 11.01
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pronouns

grammar worksheet
A. Circle the correct personal pronoun.

1. They saw Steve and me / I at the movies last night after class.
2. He is going to the party with you and me / I if you don’t mind.
3. You and her / she ought to return the books to the library because they are already overdue.

4. Prof. Molina left a message for you and me / I. He needs to see us.

5. Ron invited Mary and me / I to have dinner with him.
6. Emily is a good basketball player. I watch Betsy and she / her carefully during games.

7. Tom and me / I, both want to marry Ann. She has to choose between he and I / him and me.

8. Nick ate dinner with the Robertsons and we / us. 
9. The new student has been assigned to work on the group research project with you and I / me.

10. He rang Mary and invited she / her to dinner.

B. Circle the correct answer.

1. If she borrows your / yours coat, then you should be able to borrow her / hers.

2. Each pot and pan in her kitchen has it / its own place on the shelf.

3. Mary and Mike invited their / theirs parents to see their / theirs new apartment.

4. When my roommate paid her / hers half of the rent, I paid my / mine.

5. All students need to bring their / theirs own pencils and answer sheets to the exam.

6. All of her / hers secretaries are working late tonight to finish her / hers report.

7. The horse trotting around the track won it’s / its race a few minutes ago.

8. Before the report is finalised, the information in their / theirs notes and our / ours must be proved.

9. She worked all day cooking food and making decorations for her / hers son’s birthday party.

10. The weather in the mountains this weekend will be extremely cold, so please take your / yours heavy jackets.

C. Fill in the blanks.

1. All those accomplishments of ________________ mean nothing to me if she hasn’t learnt to be an honest 

person.
2. Everybody in the court was fascinated by the Queen when ________________ saw her descending the stairs.

3. He ________________ should have apologized to me, not someone else speaking on behalf of him.

4. If ________________ else has any other questions, I will go on to explain the details.

5. He painted the whole house by himself; that was an incredible deed of ________________.

6. In order to make good decisions about their future, students need to know certain things 

 about ________________ and ________________ capacities.
7. Apart from my close friends who almost know every detail of my life, nobody around me 

 knows ________________ about what I will do after I have resigned.  

8. One has to take care of ________________ well while he is abroad. 

9. For some, a friend is someone who chats with you on the Internet while for ________________ a friend is a 

person who has known you all your life.10. My cat is deaf from birth so he is vulnerable to danger and cannot protect ________________ against his 

enemies.
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Gerund & Infinitive & Participle

14

1. - 15. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. In my opinion, he isn’t old enough ---- to stay out 
late.

A)   being allowed B)   to be allowed 
C)   to allowing  D)   allowing  E)   to have allowed

2. The dietician advised my mother not ---- between 
meals.

A)   to eating  B)   having eaten
C)   to eat   D)   being eaten
  E)   to be eaten

3. Your passport needs ---- before you go on 
holiday.

A)   renewing  B)   to renewC)   being renewed D)   to have renewed
  E)   having renewed

4. Listen to her ---- the song and then tell us what 
you think of it.

A)   to sing  B)   to be singing
C)   being sung  D)   to have sung
  E)   sing

5. You must remember ---- the cat, or she will 
starve to death.

A)   feeding  B)   feedC)   to have been fed D)   having fed  E)   to feed 

6. Would you mind ---- quiet while she is talking? I 
can’t hear the speaker.
A)   to keep   B)   keepingC)   kept  D)   to have kept
  E)   to be kept

7. They made the passengers ---- at the airport for 
hours due to unfavourable weather conditions.A)   to wait  B)   wait C)   waiting  D)   to have waited

  E)   to be waited

8. The weather seems ----, so we can go out if you 
want.

A)   to improving B)   having improved
C)   to have improved D)   being improved
  E)   to be improved

9. The waste from the power station is said ---- the 
atmosphere for months.
A)   to have been polluting B)   having polluted
C)   to have been polluted D)   being polluted
  E)   polluting

10. I suggest your ---- the cinema to fi nd out what 
time the fi lm begins.
A)   calling  B)   to callC)   called  D)   to be called
  E)   having been called

PRONOUNS
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. David does not like talking about ---- girlfriend 
but she likes talking about ----.A) him / their

B) his / him
C) her / his
D) hers / his
E) their / they

2. We are not interested in George and Lisa’s 
problems but ---- are interested in ----.A) they / our

B) their / us
C) hers / our
D) they / ours
E) his / us

3. There were a lot of people waiting at the door. 
Some of ---- looked very angry.A) they

B) his
C) them
D) theirs
E) hers

4. Greg doesn’t know much about this country. ---- 
only knows ---- capital city.
A) He / his
B) She / it’s
C) He / its
D) It / his
E) Its / its

5. You don’t have to wait here with ----. I don’t want 
---- to waste your time. 
A) me / your
B) my / you
C) mine / your
D) I / you
E) me / you

6. It is quite normal that some of us like watching 
horror films very much while ---- don’t. A) another’s

B) some other
C) any other
D) the other’s
E) others

7. The minister answered a couple of questions 
and then said he didn’t want ---- questions.A) any other

B) all other
C) some other
D) every other
E) each other

8. Some of the students in this class do homework 
regularly, while ---- don’t do any homework at all.A) any other

B) every other
C) other
D) the others
E) the other’s

9. One of the boats in the marina was red. All ---- 
boats were white.
A) other
B) the other
C) others
D) the others
E) the other’s

10. Two of the singers in the chorus were new. All 
---- have been in the chorus for years.A) other

B) the other
C) others
D) the others
E) the other’s
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 DİLKO ® İNGİLİZCE
grammar worksheet

If & Wish Clauses

9A. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verb.

1. If anyone _______________ (suffer) from colour-blindness, he is not allowed to get a driving license.

2. If I _______________ (make) my own decisions to choose which university to go to, I _________ (not waste) 

two years going to a faculty I had never been interested in.

3. If a person _______________ (have) the determination to succeed, there is nothing he cannot achieve.

4. Only if you _______________ (follow) a healthy diet, will you start losing weight.

5. You can get a visa to England much more easily if you _______________ (claim) an invitation letter in the 

passport offi ce of the British Embassy.

6. If you _______________ (keep) quiet for a moment, you _______________ (understand) what I intend to say.

7. Things _______________ (be) totally different now if it weren’t for the regular donation given by the charity.

8. If it _______________ (not be) for your kindness to give me a hand, I _______________ (not be able to) give in 

the project in time.9. But for the negative effects of television on children, many people _______________ (consider) it to be a means 

of educational purposes.
10. Nowadays, fi nding a job is so diffi cult that you _______________ (not guarantee) to be called for an interview 

even if you have had a master’s degree.B. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verb.

1. If Kim _______________ (report) the theft just after it took place, her car _______________ (be) found before it 

was too late.2. If I _______________ (be) the president of this company, I _______________ (raise) the workers’ salaries fi rst.

3. If you want to be fi t, you normally _______________ (need) to follow a structured training programme.

4. If I were in his position, I _______________ (worry) about the overall health of the company instead of wasting 

its resources.5. If you _______________ (want) to reduce your risk of suffering from coronary heart disease, you should be 

physically active.6. If it is raining and they can’t go outside, watching cartoons _______________ (appeal) to most children.

7. Unless more people begin to use public transportation, the quality of our air _______________ (become) worse 

in near future.8. If you _______________ (have) any questions about the management of the department, Bob is the best person 

whom you can consult.9. If I _______________ (concentrate) more on it, I could understand what the text is about but there is too much 

noise in the room.10. Had I not lost your address and telephone number, I _______________ (call) you last week.

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verb.

1. If some people were not afraid to report crimes, the government _______________ (be able to) deter criminals 

from doing illegal things.
2. If it _______________ (not be) for the threat of war, there _______________ (be) no need to develop 

complicated war machines.
3. If I were the Prime Minister of my country, my priorities _______________ (be) to improve current education 

system.4. If only my children _______________ (have) more responsibility for themselves, I _______________ (be) feeling 

less concerned about their future.
5. Some existing languages which are spoken by very few native people _______________ (be) lost forever unless 

those people teach them to others.
6. If teachers could simplify literary theories and present them to students, the students _______________ (be able 

to) approach texts critically.
7. Even if the FBI _______________ (know) that the terrorists wanted to hijack US planes and fl y them into 

American buildings, the US probably could not have stopped it from happening.

DİLKO ® YDT İNGİLİZCE
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pronouns

grammar worksheet
A. Circle the correct personal pronoun.1. They saw Steve and me / I at the movies last night after class.

2. He is going to the party with you and me / I if you don’t mind.

3. You and her / she ought to return the books to the library because they are already overdue.

4. Prof. Molina left a message for you and me / I. He needs to see us.

5. Ron invited Mary and me / I to have dinner with him.

6. Emily is a good basketball player. I watch Betsy and she / her carefully during games.

7. Tom and me / I, both want to marry Ann. She has to choose between he and I / him and me.

8. Nick ate dinner with the Robertsons and we / us. 

9. The new student has been assigned to work on the group research project with you and I / me.

10. He rang Mary and invited she / her to dinner.

B. Circle the correct answer.
1. If she borrows your / yours coat, then you should be able to borrow her / hers.

2. Each pot and pan in her kitchen has it / its own place on the shelf.

3. Mary and Mike invited their / theirs parents to see their / theirs new apartment.

4. When my roommate paid her / hers half of the rent, I paid my / mine.

5. All students need to bring their / theirs own pencils and answer sheets to the exam.

6. All of her / hers secretaries are working late tonight to finish her / hers report.

7. The horse trotting around the track won it’s / its race a few minutes ago.

8. Before the report is finalised, the information in their / theirs notes and our / ours must be proved.

9. She worked all day cooking food and making decorations for her / hers son’s birthday party.

10. The weather in the mountains this weekend will be extremely cold, so please take your / yours heavy jackets.
C. Fill in the blanks.

1. All those accomplishments of ________________ mean nothing to me if she hasn’t learnt to be an honest 

person.2. Everybody in the court was fascinated by the Queen when ________________ saw her descending the stairs.

3. He ________________ should have apologized to me, not someone else speaking on behalf of him.

4. If ________________ else has any other questions, I will go on to explain the details.

5. He painted the whole house by himself; that was an incredible deed of ________________.

6. In order to make good decisions about their future, students need to know certain things 

 about ________________ and ________________ capacities.

7. Apart from my close friends who almost know every detail of my life, nobody around me 

 knows ________________ about what I will do after I have resigned.  

8. One has to take care of ________________ well while he is abroad. 

9. For some, a friend is someone who chats with you on the Internet while for ________________ a friend is a 

person who has known you all your life.

10. My cat is deaf from birth so he is vulnerable to danger and cannot protect ________________ against his 

enemies.
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If & Wish Clauses 18
1. - 15. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 

yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 

bulunuz.

1. Something horrible ---- if you ---- off the gas 

before you left home.
A)   might have happened / hadn’t turned
B)   would happen / didn’t turn
C)   could happen / haven’t turned
D)   happened / don’t turnE)   had happened / wouldn’t have turned2. If you ---- a property, you ---- yourself with a good 

insurance policy.
A)   would own / protectedB)   owned / have protectedC)   own / should protectD)   had owned / would protect

E)   would have owned / had protected3. I wish I ---- more time in Miami but I had to go on 

to New York.
A)   spent
B)   could have spentC)   have spentD)   would spendE)   were spending

4. If I ---- in your position, I ---- rather than wait to 

be sacked.
A)   had been / resignedB)   am / have resignedC)   were / would resignD)   will be / would resignE)   have been / had resigned

5. If you ---- the contract without reading the 

details, you ---- in trouble now.A)   wouldn’t have signed / weren’t
B)   hadn’t signed / wouldn’t be
C)   hadn’t signed / won’t beD)   wouldn’t sign / weren’tE)   didn’t sign / wouldn’t be

6. I ---- you know about the news yesterday but the 

telephone lines were down in the city centre and 

other areas.
A)   had let  

B)   would let

C)   let 
 

D)   would have let

  
E)   could let

7. I ---- the research grant at Harvard if I ---- six 

months off to spend more time with my family.
A)   would have accepted / hadn’t taken
B)   had accepted / didn’t take
C)   would accept / wouldn’t have taken
D)   accepted / wouldn’t takeE)   can accept / hadn’t taken

8. They ---- the prisoner next month if the 

prosecuting attorney ---- to his release last week.
A)   will release / haven’t opposed
B)   had released / hadn’t opposed
C)   released / wouldn’t oppose
D)   would have released / didn’t oppose
E)   would release / hadn’t opposed

9. Stop asking me what your father bought you 

for your birthday because even if I ---- what he 

bought, I ---- it to you.
A)   know / wouldn’t have told
B)   knew / haven’t toldC)   knew / wouldn’t tellD)   had known / won’t tellE)   would know / wouldn’t tell

10. Laura was almost late to the interview and if she 

---- late, she ---- the job.A)   had been / might not have got
B)   would be / didn’t getC)   were / wouldn’t getD)   would have been / hadn’t got

E)   would be / hadn’t got
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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 

yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 

bulunuz.

1. David does not like talking about ---- girlfriend 

but she likes talking about ----.A) him / theirB) his / himC) her / hisD) hers / hisE) their / they

2. We are not interested in George and Lisa’s 

problems but ---- are interested in ----.
A) they / ourB) their / usC) hers / ourD) they / oursE) his / us

3. There were a lot of people waiting at the door. 

Some of ---- looked very angry.A) they
B) his
C) them
D) theirs
E) hers

4. Greg doesn’t know much about this country. ---- 

only knows ---- capital city.A) He / hisB) She / it’sC) He / itsD) It / his
E) Its / its

5. You don’t have to wait here with ----. I don’t want 

---- to waste your time. A) me / yourB) my / youC) mine / yourD) I / you
E) me / you

6. It is quite normal that some of us like watching 

horror films very much while ---- don’t. 
A) another’sB) some otherC) any otherD) the other’sE) others

7. The minister answered a couple of questions 

and then said he didn’t want ---- questions.
A) any otherB) all otherC) some otherD) every otherE) each other

8. Some of the students in this class do homework 

regularly, while ---- don’t do any homework at all.

A) any otherB) every otherC) other
D) the othersE) the other’s

9. One of the boats in the marina was red. All ---- 

boats were white.
A) other
B) the otherC) others

D) the othersE) the other’s

10. Two of the singers in the chorus were new. All 

---- have been in the chorus for years.
A) other
B) the otherC) others

D) the othersE) the other’s
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12
Prepositions

grammar worksheetA. Fill in the blanks using the prepositions given.

1. He ran _______________ the corner, _____the road to the other side, _______________ the street. (across / 

down / round)2. We sat _______________ the front of the cinema but not right _______________ the front row. (at / in)

3. Jill sat in the front _______________ the taxi driver and I sat _______________ her. (behind / next to)

4. While I was riding _______________ the mountain, I fell _______________ my bike. (off / down)

5. Some idiot pushed me _______________ the lake while I was standing _______________ the bank. (on / 

into)6. We’ll need a boat to get _______________ the river which runs _______________ the town. (across / 

through)7. I thought someone was standing _______________ me but I didn’t dare to turn _______________. (round / 

behind)8. I was walking _______________ the street and a friend of mine walked right _______________ me and never 

said hello. (past / along)

B. Fill in the blanks with AT, IN, ON, FOR, SINCE or Ø.

1. The meeting is _______________ half past two _______________ the afternoon _______________ next 

Monday.2. Ghana has been an independent country _______________ 1957.

3. The Second World War began _______________ September 1939 and ended _______________ 1945.

4. This house dreadfully gets cold _______________ winter, especially _______________ nights. We nearly 

froze to death _______________ last Christmas.

5. Oxford has been a centre of learning _______________ more than a thousand years.

6. It’s our fi fth anniversary next month. We got married _______________ 1966 _______________ 17th of 

September.7. England and Scotland have been united _______________ 1707.

8. Come round _______________ lunch time and have something to eat. You haven’t eaten anything 

_______________ eight hours.

9. It’s nearly four hundred years _______________ Shakespeare’s birth.

10. We normally start lunch _______________ about two _______________ the afternoon _______________ 

weekends.

C. Prepositions with adjectives. Supply appropriate prepositions to complete the sentences.

1. What are you so angry _______________?

2. I am grateful _______________ you _______________ your help.

3. Excuse me, I’m sorry _______________ the mistakes I’ve made.

4. I am furious _______________ them _______________ not giving me a hand.

5. She was fed up _______________ everything.

6. I was impressed _______________ the fi lm.

7. It was very generous _______________ you to pay for my dinner.

8. She is hopeless _______________ keeping secrets.

9. Are you interested _______________ art or literature?

10. Linda is married _______________ an American.

11. Who is responsible _______________ all this mess?

DİLKO ® YDT İNGİLİZCE
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pronouns

grammar worksheetA. Circle the correct personal pronoun.1. They saw Steve and me / I at the movies last night after class.

2. He is going to the party with you and me / I if you don’t mind.

3. You and her / she ought to return the books to the library because they are already overdue.

4. Prof. Molina left a message for you and me / I. He needs to see us.

5. Ron invited Mary and me / I to have dinner with him.

6. Emily is a good basketball player. I watch Betsy and she / her carefully during games.

7. Tom and me / I, both want to marry Ann. She has to choose between he and I / him and me.

8. Nick ate dinner with the Robertsons and we / us. 

9. The new student has been assigned to work on the group research project with you and I / me.

10. He rang Mary and invited she / her to dinner.
B. Circle the correct answer.1. If she borrows your / yours coat, then you should be able to borrow her / hers.

2. Each pot and pan in her kitchen has it / its own place on the shelf.

3. Mary and Mike invited their / theirs parents to see their / theirs new apartment.

4. When my roommate paid her / hers half of the rent, I paid my / mine.

5. All students need to bring their / theirs own pencils and answer sheets to the exam.

6. All of her / hers secretaries are working late tonight to finish her / hers report.

7. The horse trotting around the track won it’s / its race a few minutes ago.

8. Before the report is finalised, the information in their / theirs notes and our / ours must be proved.

9. She worked all day cooking food and making decorations for her / hers son’s birthday party.

10. The weather in the mountains this weekend will be extremely cold, so please take your / yours heavy jackets.

C. Fill in the blanks.
1. All those accomplishments of ________________ mean nothing to me if she hasn’t learnt to be an honest 

person.2. Everybody in the court was fascinated by the Queen when ________________ saw her descending the stairs.

3. He ________________ should have apologized to me, not someone else speaking on behalf of him.

4. If ________________ else has any other questions, I will go on to explain the details.

5. He painted the whole house by himself; that was an incredible deed of ________________.

6. In order to make good decisions about their future, students need to know certain things 

 about ________________ and ________________ capacities.

7. Apart from my close friends who almost know every detail of my life, nobody around me 

 knows ________________ about what I will do after I have resigned.  

8. One has to take care of ________________ well while he is abroad. 

9. For some, a friend is someone who chats with you on the Internet while for ________________ a friend is a 

person who has known you all your life.

10. My cat is deaf from birth so he is vulnerable to danger and cannot protect ________________ against his 

enemies.
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Prepositions 24

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 

yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 

bulunuz.

1. The plane crash resulted ---- the deaths of 40 

passengers.

A)   within  
B)   on

C)   of 
 

D)   from

  
E)   in

2. Because of the distance ---- Mars and Earth, a 

Mars mission would be much more risky and 

more expensive than past manned fl ights ---- the 

Moon.

A)   with / across 
B)   towards / among

C)   beside / of  
D)   on / by

  
E)   between / to

3. Humans are noted ---- their desire to understand 

and infl uence the world around them.
A)   for 

 
B)   to

C)   on 
 

D)   around

  
E)   after

4. Scientists have long been fascinated ---- the 

studies of language as it is regarded ---- the 

most unique human cognitive ability.
A)   for / to  

B)   at / with

C)   with / as  
D)   to / in

  
E)   in / at

5. Noam Chomsky is credited ---- the creation of 

the theory of generative grammar.
A)   on 

 
B)   with

C)   at 
 

D)   of

  
E)   inside

6. If you lack ---- the necessary requirements, don’t 

even think of applying ---- a position in a big 

company like mine.A)   for / at  
B)   of / in

C)   with / against 
D)  - / for

  
E)   about / on

7. Seeing that the infl ation is ---- the decrease, 

the government was relieved ---- the coming 

election.
A)   in / in  

B)   on / about

C)   at / for  
D)   around / at

  
E)   of / with

8. Even a small amount of exposure ---- the sun 

can lead ---- burning.A)   of / above  
B)   over / in

C)   on / along  
D)   at / with

  
E)   to / to

9. For centuries, the aromatic spices ---- the Far 

East have been ---- demand by the people of the 

East and West.
A)   at / of  

B)   on / over

C)   for / on  
D)   about / at

  
E)   of / in

10. All the students agreed that the course was very 

useful and that the teaching was ---- a very high 

standard.
A)   about  

B)   out

C)   of 
 

D)   through

  
E)   by

PRONOUNS
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DİLKO ® YDT İNGİLİZCE

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 

yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 

bulunuz.

1. David does not like talking about ---- girlfriend 

but she likes talking about ----.
A) him / theirB) his / himC) her / hisD) hers / hisE) their / they

2. We are not interested in George and Lisa’s 

problems but ---- are interested in ----.
A) they / ourB) their / usC) hers / ourD) they / oursE) his / us

3. There were a lot of people waiting at the door. 

Some of ---- looked very angry.
A) they
B) his
C) them
D) theirsE) hers

4. Greg doesn’t know much about this country. ---- 

only knows ---- capital city.A) He / hisB) She / it’sC) He / itsD) It / hisE) Its / its

5. You don’t have to wait here with ----. I don’t want 

---- to waste your time. A) me / yourB) my / youC) mine / yourD) I / youE) me / you

6. It is quite normal that some of us like watching 

horror films very much while ---- don’t. 

A) another’sB) some otherC) any otherD) the other’sE) others

7. The minister answered a couple of questions 

and then said he didn’t want ---- questions.

A) any otherB) all otherC) some otherD) every otherE) each other

8. Some of the students in this class do homework 

regularly, while ---- don’t do any homework at all.

A) any otherB) every otherC) otherD) the othersE) the other’s

9. One of the boats in the marina was red. All ---- 

boats were white.A) otherB) the otherC) othersD) the othersE) the other’s

10. Two of the singers in the chorus were new. All 

---- have been in the chorus for years.
A) otherB) the otherC) othersD) the othersE) the other’s

GRAMMAR WORKSHEET

GRAMMAR REVISION TEST

GRAMMAR TEST

Toplam Soru Sayısı: 1096

Toplam Soru Sayısı: 480

Toplam Soru Sayısı: 1920

difficulty level 1 difficulty level 2 difficulty level 3

Test Sayısı: 96
Test Soru Sayısı: 1920
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Sayfa Sayısı: 80 x 5
Test Soru Sayısı: 1500
Alıştırma Soru Sayısı: 1200

VOCABULARY INITIAL dergileri 11. sınıf öğrencilerinin YKS DİL için temel nitelikteki kelimeler ile 
ilgili bilgilerini artırmayı amaçlar. Toplam 5 adet Vocabulary Initial dergisi bulunmaktadır. Her dergi, 
300 kelimeye odaklanır ve eğitim yılı içinde 1500 adet kelime detaylı olarak çalışılır. Her dergide çok 
sayıda alıştırmanın yanı sıra 300 adet kelime sorusu da bulunmaktadır. Sınıf ortamında interaktif  
kullanımına uygundur.

VOCABULARY INITIAL

Toplam Soru Sayısı: 2700

CHAMPION 11.1

VOCABULARY
INITIAL 2

Örnek Z-Kitap 
İçeriği

Örnek PDF
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Sayfa Sayısı: 80
Test Soru Sayısı: 200
Alıştırma Soru Sayısı: 280

PHRASAL VERBS bu set için sözlük, alıştırma ve testten 
oluşan 80 sayfalık bir kitap olarak üretilmiştir. Bu kitapta temel 
‘Phrasal Verb’ler seçilerek çalışılmıştır.

Sınıf ortamında interaktif olarak kullanılabilir.

Vocabulary Test yaprak testleri 40 sorudan oluşur 
ve 20 adet üretilmiştir. Bu testler ile öğrenciler 
hem Vocabulary Initial dergilerinde çalıştıkları 

kelimeleri tekrar ederler hem de farklı kelimeler ile 
ilgili sorular çözmüş olurlar. Vocabulary Test’ler 

tüm kelime grupları ile ilgili sorular içerir. Testler 3 
farklı seviyede hazırlanmıştır.

PHRASAL VERBS

VOCABULARY TEST

Toplam Soru Sayısı: 480

Toplam Soru Sayısı: 800

CHAMPION 11.1
PHRASAL VERBS
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1

1. - 40. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. My niece wakes up at eight o’clock every 

morning to watch her favourite ---- on TV.

A)   sale

B)   cartoon

C)   scenery

D)   accent

E)   case

2. It has been more than two ---- since this building 

was built. You weren’t even born then.

A)   scores

B)   delays

C)   seconds

D)   decades

E)   coffins

3. If you cannot reach there, you had better use 

a(n) ----. Using a chair is not safe.

A)   team

B)   enemy

C)   ladder

D)   filter

E)   shoulder

4. I was expecting a raise in my ---- but my boss 

told me to wait for another month for that.

A)   salary

B)   device

C)   episode

D)   legend

E)   pity

5. The ---- of his motorbike broke down in the 

middle of a forest and he waited for the service 

for three hours.

A)   scream

B)   temple

C)   goal

D)   level

E)   engine

6. It is not your ---- that you have failed. You have 

done everything you could do.

A)   talent

B)   fame

C)   pause

D)   scent

E)   fault

7. If you are walking along the road, you should 

use the ----. Otherwise, it can be dangerous.

A)   feature

B)   incident

C)   permission

D)   shade

E)   pavement

8. Most teenagers can have a(n) ---- with their 

friends all day and all night. They just love it.

A)   mind

B)   chat

C)   topic

D)   bone

E)   insult

9. What is your brother’s ---- now? Has he become 

a physician or a dentist?

A)   dispute

B)   organism

C)   occupation

D)   footprint

E)   pressure

10. The ---- haven’t paid their rent for almost six 

months and I will sue them if they don’t pay it 

again this month.

A)   spots

B)   articles

C)   dolls

D)   tenants

E)   brands

vocabulary test
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2

1. - 40. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. I wasn’t impressed by what the ---- said during 

the debate, so I don’t know who I’m going to 

vote for.

A)   backgrounds

B)   deadlines

C)   candidates

D)   falsehoods

E)   majorities

2. Sue wants the job, but she doesn’t have the ---- 

necessary to even get an interview.

A)   variables

B)   qualifications

C)   sections

D)   claims

E)   departures

3. Do you think having a foreign accent presents a 

---- to you when you are looking for a job?

A)   favour

B)   shape

C)   referee

D)   handicap

E)   company

4. It will be difficult for ---- to find a good job here if 

they don’t speak the local language.

A)   failures

B)   parrots

C)   immigrants

D)   charges

E)   targets

5. Every time Tom sees me, he starts to scream 

and swear at me for no ----. I really have no idea 

about what is happening.

A)   reason

B)   similarity

C)   fiction

D)   effort

E)   ladder

6. The time of harvest is traditionally a time of 

celebration in ---- regions all over the world.

A)   manner

B)   farming

C)   objection

D)   sample

E)   choice

7. Representing one’s country at the Olympic 

Games is the greatest ---- an athlete can hope 

for.

A)   deduction

B)   farewell

C)   pavement

D)   achievement

E)   secrecy

8. Galileo became totally blind before his death, 

probably because of the ---- done to his eyes 

during his many years of looking at the sun 

through a telescope.

A)   pillow

B)   damage

C)   heaven

D)   finance

E)   shock

9. The accident occurred because the workers 

were told to ignore some ---- procedures in order 

to speed up the production.

A)   safety

B)   relativity

C)   glory

D)   habitat

E)   sightseeing

10. Migrants are often abused as cheap ---- in 

factories because they don’t have the language 

skills necessary to get higher paying jobs.

A)   partner

B)   definition

C)   labour

D)   nation

E)   scenery

vocabulary test
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3
1. - 40. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The plane is about an hour behind the ---- due to 

the heavy snowstorm.

A)   celebrity
B)   schedule
C)   particle
D)   railway
E)   nation

2. I met my friend at the mall by ---- on Saturday, 

and we spent the afternoon shopping together.

A)   edition
B)   coincidence
C)   object
D)   situation
E)   obsession

3. It’s such a ---- to be able to talk about my 

problems with you. Thank you for listening.

A)   parrot
B)   debate
C)   habit
D)   relief
E)   manner

4. There are no rivers or lakes on the islands of 

Bermuda, so the ---- use rain for water.

A)   thunders
B)   devices
C)   inhabitants
D)   fireworks
E)   points

5. If you haven’t seen the latest ---- of the series 

yet, we can watch it together tonight.

A)   episode
B)   network
C)   charity
D)   uniform
E)   accent

6. When Tom made that joke, there was a minute of 

---- and then everybody burst into laughter.

A)   member
B)   decade
C)   office
D)   silence
E)   shoulder

7. Losing his father was hard enough, but losing 

his mother one week later caused him to fall into 

deep ----.

A)   talent
B)   majority
C)   objection
D)   despair
E)   salary

8. After the ---- Jack had with his boss, he doubted 

he would have a job any longer.

A)   ration
B)   farewell
C)   faith
D)   definition
E)   quarrel

9. Some dictionaries will give you a(n) ---- about a 

word’s etymology by identifying its country of 

origin.

A)   officer
B)   clue
C)   shock
D)   decay
E)   slice

10. It is important that you are punctual for your 

interview if you want to make a good ----.

A)   impression
B)   congestion
C)   footnote
D)   pollution
E)   society

vocabulary test
CHAMPION 11.0
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4
1. - 40. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Until 1986, most companies would not even allow women to take the exams when applying for any post, but such deliberate ---- is now disappearing.
A)   contentment
B)   ease
C)   discrimination
D)   preface
E)   breakdown

2. In near future, e-learning will become more and more common as a(n) ---- to traditional learning.A)   expectation
B)   endurance
C)   consistence
D)   stamina 
E)   alternative 

3. The man was wounded so badly that even the doctors were shocked by the ---- of his injuries. 

A)   combination
B)   severity
C)   arrangement
D)   disturbance
E)   alteration

4. There was a violent ---- between rival supporters after the match and it was a real chaos.
A)   confrontation
B)   deceit 
C)   desertion
D)   concern
E)   evasion 

5. Sulphur dioxide is one of several ---- that are released into the atmosphere by coal-fired power stations.
A)   pollutants
B)   drawbacks
C)   fractions
D)   components
E)   constructions 

6. In today’s world, there is a growing ---- to regard money more highly than quality of life.
A)   maintenance
B)   destruction 
C)   sustenance
D)   revenue
E)   tendency

7. The ban on media reporting during the election has made some people question the ---- of the election.

A)   compliance
B)   interpretation
C)   fairness
D)   departure
E)   coincidence 

8. There was no ---- between the first and the second half of the film, so I had difficulty in following the plot.

A)   bargain
B)   annoyance 
C)   interruption
D)   coherence
E)   intrusion 

 
9. My father is self-employed because he finds working for other people too ----.

A)   indulgent
B)   restrictive
C)   conducive
D)   beneficial
E)   striking

10. Scientists hope to become more ---- in predicting earthquakes.

A)   comprehensive
B)   accurate
C)   general
D)   frequent
E)   uneasy

vocabulary test
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17
1. - 40. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.
1. You have a very bad ----, I think you should drink 

some herbal tea with honey to ease it.
A)   cough
B)   rival
C)   cover
D)   course
E)   rock

2. The ---- of the party weren’t very well-organised. 

That’s why people started to get bored easily.
A)   hosts
B)   credits
C)   outlets
D)   guides
E)   rubbers

3. There isn’t enough ---- for my new books on the 

bookshelf. I need a large bookcase in my room.
A)   movementB)   surfaceC)   guaranteeD)   room

E)   proportion

4. I was afraid of spending too much money while 

on vacation. So I prepared a ---- and spent 

accordingly.
A)   dozen
B)   durationC)   budgetD)   currencyE)   branch

5. You should consult a(n) ---- for the problems of 

your computer. Otherwise, it may become worse.

A)   expert
B)   draft
C)   exportD)   rumourE)   root

6. People who tried to reach the ---- of Mount 

Everest did so at a price, risking their lives.
A)   ritual
B)   wrist
C)   subjectD)   cuisine

E)   summit

7. I don’t like going on a ----. I’d rather wander 

around freely than look at the vast, empty sea all 

the time.
A)   guest
B)   lottery
C)   cruise
D)   vision
E)   mystery

8. When I was in the courthouse, I realised that 

there were too many people looking for ---- in 

their lives.
A)   councilB)   justice

C)   hygieneD)   brigadeE)   struggle

9. My friends applied for student ---- to be able to 

study abroad without starving to death.
A)   motionsB)   suits

C)   roots
D)   loans
E)   tuition

10. That case of suicide is very suspicious and the 

police think that it may be a ----.A)   trust
B)   cure
C)   murderD)   humourE)   irony

vocabulary test CHAMPION 11.0
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11. - 40. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. My niece wakes up at eight o’clock every 

morning to watch her favourite ---- on TV.
A)   sale
B)   cartoonC)   sceneryD)   accentE)   case

2. It has been more than two ---- since this building 

was built. You weren’t even born then.A)   scoresB)   delaysC)   secondsD)   decadesE)   coffins

3. If you cannot reach there, you had better use 

a(n) ----. Using a chair is not safe.A)   team
B)   enemyC)   ladderD)   filter

E)   shoulder

4. I was expecting a raise in my ---- but my boss 

told me to wait for another month for that.
A)   salary
B)   deviceC)   episodeD)   legendE)   pity

5. The ---- of his motorbike broke down in the 

middle of a forest and he waited for the service 

for three hours.
A)   screamB)   templeC)   goal

D)   level
E)   engine

6. It is not your ---- that you have failed. You have 

done everything you could do.A)   talent
B)   fame
C)   pause
D)   scent
E)   fault

7. If you are walking along the road, you should 

use the ----. Otherwise, it can be dangerous.
A)   featureB)   incidentC)   permissionD)   shade

E)   pavement

8. Most teenagers can have a(n) ---- with their 

friends all day and all night. They just love it.
A)   mind
B)   chat
C)   topic
D)   bone
E)   insult

9. What is your brother’s ---- now? Has he become 

a physician or a dentist?A)   disputeB)   organismC)   occupationD)   footprintE)   pressure

10. The ---- haven’t paid their rent for almost six 

months and I will sue them if they don’t pay it 

again this month.
A)   spots
B)   articlesC)   dolls

D)   tenantsE)   brands
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 DİLKO ® İNGİLİZCE

201. - 40. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.
1. The increase in car use is due to the 

government’s ---- to support public transport.

A)   declarationB)   additionC)   nastinessD)   injectionE)   failure

2. He tried to commit ---- by swallowing all his 

sleeping pills at once.A)   suicideB)   crimeC)   pleasureD)   causeE)   rule

3. Due to increasing uneasiness in public, the 

government gave ---- to reforming the legal 

system.
A)   dependenceB)   demonstrationC)   confusionD)   priorityE)   repetition

4. There is absolutely no ---- between fresh and 

frozen vegetables. The latter have no fl avour 

whatsoever.
A)   resemblanceB)   comparisonC)   differenceD)   variationE)   nutrition

5. Many people believe that the main ---- of much 

of the unhappiness in the world is the uneven 

distribution of wealth.A)   corruptionB)   troubleC)   causeD)   precautionE)   emergency

6. The trial in connection with the ---- of a house, 

which resulted in the death of three inhabitants, 

started at a court yesterday.
A)   contributionB)   demolitionC)   confi rmationD)   investigationE)   interruption

7. We don’t know the reason for the ---- between 

Andrew and Steven but it is obvious they don’t 

like each other at all.A)   connectionB)   hatredC)   acquaintanceD)   authorizationE)   selection

8. Today research shows that more people suffer 

from serious sleep ---- caused by long work 

hours than two decades ago.
A)   promotionB)   utilizationC)   reliefD)   deprivationE)   correlation

9. You should be ---- because that spray is highly 

fl ammable.
A)   carefulB)   moderateC)   supportiveD)   clumsyE)   aware

10. It’s not ---- waiting in the queue. We’ll never get 

in to see the fi lm.A)   valueB)   rightC)   time
D)   late
E)   worth
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11. - 40. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.
1. My niece wakes up at eight o’clock every 

morning to watch her favourite ---- on TV.

A)   sale
B)   cartoonC)   sceneryD)   accentE)   case

2. It has been more than two ---- since this building 

was built. You weren’t even born then.
A)   scoresB)   delaysC)   secondsD)   decadesE)   coffins

3. If you cannot reach there, you had better use 

a(n) ----. Using a chair is not safe.
A)   teamB)   enemyC)   ladderD)   filterE)   shoulder

4. I was expecting a raise in my ---- but my boss 

told me to wait for another month for that.

A)   salaryB)   deviceC)   episodeD)   legendE)   pity

5. The ---- of his motorbike broke down in the 

middle of a forest and he waited for the service 

for three hours.
A)   screamB)   templeC)   goalD)   levelE)   engine

6. It is not your ---- that you have failed. You have 

done everything you could do.A)   talentB)   fameC)   pauseD)   scentE)   fault

7. If you are walking along the road, you should 

use the ----. Otherwise, it can be dangerous.

A)   featureB)   incidentC)   permissionD)   shadeE)   pavement

8. Most teenagers can have a(n) ---- with their 

friends all day and all night. They just love it.

A)   mindB)   chatC)   topicD)   boneE)   insult

9. What is your brother’s ---- now? Has he become 

a physician or a dentist?A)   disputeB)   organismC)   occupationD)   footprintE)   pressure

10. The ---- haven’t paid their rent for almost six 

months and I will sue them if they don’t pay it 

again this month.
A)   spotsB)   articlesC)   dollsD)   tenantsE)   brands
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1. - 9. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.  During the Industrial Revolution in the 19th 

century, ---- in engineering made it possible to 

use the wheel effectively in human-powered 

machines.

A)   evacuations  
B)   protections

C)   advances  
D)   denials

  
E)   exposures

2.  Several billion years ago, there were probably 

---- quantities of liquid water on the surface of 

Venus.

A)   ignorant  
B)   obedient

C)   deliberate  
D)   considerable

  
E)   artificial

3.  The wild cats that are still found in some remote 

places are ---- related to domestic cats.

A)   randomly  
B)   inefficiently

C)   eagerly  
D)   distantly

  
E)   sparsely

4.   It is observed that the number of people buying 

their own homes has ---- recently.

A)   enchanted  
B)   declined

C)   convinced   
D)   anticipated

  
E)   demolished

5.  If I can ---- with some good ideas, I will begin to 

write my assignment tonight.

A)   keep out   
B)   break into

C)   turn up   
D)   get down

  
E)   come up

6.  AIDS ---- to HIV virus, which ---- from human to 

human through blood.

A)  linked / was passed

B)  links / had been passed

C)  has been linked / could have passed

D)  was linked / will have passed

E)  is linked / can be passed

7.  Although people largely recognizes that 

saturated fat is harmful, consumers are not 

always clear on ---- saturated fat comes from in 

their diet.

A)   which   
B)   where

C)   that 
 

D)   how long

  
E)   whose

8. A sport ---- rules that are a mystery ---- many of 

us, rugby is an important sport in England.

A)   to / of   
 B)  up / in

C)   at / for  
 D)  over / by

  
E)   with / to

9. Although there is a lot of evidence, the man still 

denies ---- his wife.

A)   murdered

B)   to murder

C)   having been murdered

D)   to be murdering

E)   murdering
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1. talkative 
konuşkan

2. teenager 
ergen

3. ability 
yetenek

4. rewrite 
yeniden yazmak

5. completely 
tamamen

6. change 
değiştirmek

7. behaviour 
davranış

8. basic 

temel

9. comfortable  
rahat

10. revolutionary 
devrimsel

1. - 3. soruları aşağıdaki parçaya göre 

cevaplayınız.

Albert Einstein was born on March 14, 1879 in Germany. 

He was not talkative in his childhood. As a teenager, 

he was interested in nature and showed a high level of 

ability in mathematics and physics. He rewrote the laws 

of nature. He completely changed the way we understand 

the behaviour of things as basic as light, gravity, and time. 

Although scientists today are comfortable with Einstein’s 

ideas, in his time, they were completely revolutionary. 

Most people did not even begin to understand them. 

1. What is true about Einstein?

A) He didn’t have any interest in physics until 

college.

B) He was not such a good student at school.

C) He didn’t accomplish things until he was a 

teenager.

D) He was not a very communicative child.

E) He had no or little interest in science in general.

2. One can understand from the passage that ----.

A) people didn’t believe Einstein until the twentieth 

century

B) people had hard time in understanding 

Einstein’s theories 

C) most people understood his ideas even if they 

were revolutionary

D) Einstein rewrote the rules of gravity and time

E) mathematics was a hard subject for Einstein in 

his childhood

3. The writer states in the passage that Einstein 

----.

A) was born in Germany in the eighteenth century

B) had been very scared of communicating with 

other people

C) challenged the traditional ways of 

understanding the basic natural phenomena

D) had an average level of abilities in mathematics 

and physics

E) wasn’t appreciated much by others as a 

teenager
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2

1. - 9. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 

yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 

bulunuz.

1. A vaccine is a biological preparation that 

establishes or improves ---- to a particular 

disease.

A)   immunity  B)   effort

C)   light    D)   facility

  E)   diligence

2. Oxygen is the third most ---- element in the 

universe by mass after hydrogen and helium.

A)   progressive  
B)   equal

C)   abundant    D)   infinite

  E)   reluctant

3. ---- 49 per cent of diamonds originate from 

central and southern Africa.

A)   Roughly  B)   Prosperously

C)   Consecutively      D)   Irrelevantly

  E)   Desperately

4.    The use of paper ---- from China through the 

Islamic world and entered production in Europe 

in the early 12th century.

A)   eliminated   B)   qualified

C)   decayed    D)   cancelled

  E)   spread

5.   I ---- George’s number in my phone book but I 

couldn’t find it.

A)   made for   B)   gave in

C)   went after   D)   set off

  E)   looked up

6.  E-mail ---- into widespread use in the 1990s 

and ---- a major development in business and 

personal communications in the last ten years.

A)   had come / has become

B)   came / will become

C)   was coming / becomes

D)   has come / became

E)   came / has become

7. World War I involved many of the countries of 

Europe ---- the United States.

A)   despite   B)   on account of   

C)   therefore   D)   so that

  E)   as well as

8.  It is not known ---- people were living in the 

Americas when Columbus arrived there in 1492.

A)   how many  B)   whomever

C)   the fact that  
D)   whose

  E)   who

9.  Influenza is transmitted from one person to ---- 

in droplets which are coughed or sneezed into 

the air.

A)   every other   
B)   each other  

C)   one another  
D)   another

  E)   other
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2

1. spacecraft 
uzay gemisi

2. take off 
kalkmak

3. journey 
seyahat

4. distance 
uzaklık

5. receive 
almak

6. discover 
keşfetmek

7. weather 
hava durumu

8. continue 
devam etmek

9. eventually 
en sonunda

10. furthest 
en uzak

1. - 3. soruları aşağıdaki parçaya göre 

cevaplayınız.

In August and September 1977, two spacecraft took 

off from Florida, USA; Voyager 1 and Voyager 2. They 

started their long and difficult journeys to the end of the 

solar system. They flew past new places in our solar 

system and sent photos of planets and moons to NASA. 

Voyager 1 arrived at Jupiter, the largest planet in the solar 

system. At a distance of 349,000 kilometres from Earth, 

scientists received the best photographs of the planet 

and they discovered a lot about the planet’s weather from 

them. Voyager 2 also visited Jupiter, then Saturn, and 

then it continued to Uranus. Uranus is the coldest planet 

in the solar system. Eventually, it travelled to Neptune. 

Neptune is the furthest planet from the sun and it was the 

last planet on Voyager 2’s journey.

1. It can be understood from the passage that ----.

A) the two spacecraft to have taken off from the 

USA reached Uranus

B) Voyager 2 travelled a longer distance than 

Voyager 1

C) Voyager 1 is the spacecraft that discovered the 

largest planet

D) Voyager 2 couldn’t make it to the furthest planet 

in the solar system

E) Neptune was the first planet on Voyager 2’s 

journey

2. One can understand from the passage that 

Voyager 1 ----.

A) arrived at Jupiter in September 1977

B) was at a distance of 349,000 km from Earth

C) provided lots of information about Jupiter’s 

weather 

D) discovered that Uranus is the coldest planet in 

the solar system

E) wasn’t able to discover anything during its first 

journey

3. Which of the following could be the best title for 

the passage?

A) The Largest Planet of the Solar System

B) How Jupiter Was Discovered by Voyager 1

C) The Ice Giants of the Solar System

D) The Long Journeys of Voyager 1 and 2 

E) Spacecraft and Their Journeys in the 20th 

Century 
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7
1. - 9. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. In the United States and Mexico, more people die 

from scorpion stings than from snake ----.

A)   backs  B)   tissues

C)   cells  D)   membranes

  E)   bites

2. Self assurance, confi dence and ease of 

expression are the ---- qualities of an attractive 

personality.

A)   hollow  B)   nomadic

C)   reluctant  D)   embarrassed

  E)   chief

3. When used ----, the Internet can be a great place 

to interact socially.

A)   severely  B)   wastefully

C)   responsibly  D)   abusively

  E)   disturbingly

4. Incomes of farmers and ranchers ---- from year 

to year. A farm may show a profi t one year and a 

loss the next.

A)   happen  B)   demand

C)   vary  D)   supply

  E)   combine

5. Every year, fi res take many lives and ---- billions 

of dollars worth of property.

A)   get back  B)   turn up

C)   wipe out  D)   call off

  E)   run out

6. Homelessness ---- as a signifi cant social 

problem in the United States since the early 

1980s, when a rapid increase in the number of 

homeless people ---- by a weak economy.

A)   has been recognized / was caused

B)   was recognized / caused

C)   recognized / had been caused

D)   has recognized / has caused

E)   had been recognized / was caused

7. It ---- that 20,000 workmen ---- in the construction 

of Taj Mahal.

A)   believed / involved
B)   was believed / had involved

C)   has been believed / have involved

D)   is believed / were involved

E)   has believed / would involve

8. SAT is an examination ---- is often taken by 

students ---- wish to enter a college or university 

in the United States.

A)   whose / that  B)   what / whom

C)   that / for whom D)   which / who

  E)   who / that

9. People commonly view depression as a sign of 

personal weakness ---- psychologists view it as 

a real illness.

A)   for  B)   in case

C)   unlike  D)   but

  E)   apart from
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3

1. hobby özel zevk, hobi

2. professional uzman, profesyonel

3. magazine dergi

4. national milli

5. photograph  fotoğraflamak

6. Arctic Kuzey Kutbu

7. shine parlamak

8. famous ünlü

9. perfect harika

10. explain açıklamak

1. - 3. soruları aşağıdaki parçaya göre 

cevaplayınız.

Norbert Rosing comes from Northern Germany. His 

hobby is photography, but his hobby is also his job. He’s 

a professional photographer and his photos are often in 

the National Geographic magazine. He does a lot of work 

in the national parks in North America because he only 

photographs nature and animals. He usually goes to the 

Arctic in the summer. At this time the sun shines twenty-

four hours a day. He loves it there and his photos of polar 

bears are famous. When he takes photos of them, he 

sometimes waits hours for the perfect one. “In the Arctic, 

I don’t often work during the day because you take the 

best nature photographs at night,” he explains.

1. It is understood from the passage that Rosing 

----.

A)  doesn’t like taking pictures during the daytime 

B)  takes pictures of anything he thinks beautiful

C)  sells his photos only to the National Geographic 

magazine
D)  takes photographs not only as a hobby, but for 

a living as well

E)  has been living in Germany since he was a kid

2. The writer states in the passage that Rosing 

spends most of his time in national parks ----.

A)  as his hobby is taking photographs

B)  because he only photographs nature and 

animals
C)  in order to see different kinds of interesting 

animals
D)  as he needs to wait for hours for a single 

photograph
E)  if he has enough time to take pictures

3. According to the passage, it is possible that ----.

A)  one has to wait for hours to capture the perfect 

scene
B)  the sun doesn’t set in the Arctic during summer 

C)  you can’t see a polar bear in the Arctic during 

the night
D)  polar bears are not around during the summer

E)  all people like taking pictures of nature and 

animals
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8
1. - 9. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. For social and military ----, the horse was of immense importance in early Irish history.
A)   collisions  B)   layersC)   explosions  D)   queues  E)   reasons

2. ---- ivory does not only come from elephants. It can come from the tusks of a boar or a walrus.
A)   Genuine  B)   AgileC)   Sincere  D)   Intimate  E)   Mortal

3. Flamingos are not ---- pink. They get their colour from their food: tiny green algae that turn pink during digestion.

A)   resentfully  B)   merelyC)   boldly  D)   naturally  E)   lately

4. You need good communication skills to ---- complex ideas by using simple words.
A)   surrender  B)   entailC)   pressurize  D)   require  E)   clarify

5. In Africa, where millions are infected with HIV, donations ---- a critical portion of medical funding.

A)   set off  B)   get alongC)   come into  D)   fi gure  E)  make up

6. Plants ---- carbohydrates from water and carbon dioxide with the aid of energy ---- from sunlight.
A)   can synthesize / is derived
B)   have synthesized / has derived
C)   synthesize / derived
D)   are synthesizing / having derived
E)   might synthesize / deriving

7. Many people ---- we are heading for environmental disaster unless we radically ---- the way we live.

A)   should believe / would change
B)   have believed / had changed
C)   must believe / will have changed
D)   believe / change
E)   believed / have changed

8. ---- history, many scientifi c innovators have had diffi culty breaking through the accepted ideas ---- their time.

A)   Throughout / of  B)   Over / ontoC)   In / off   D)   At / into  E)   On / along

9. The company needs to change its strategy ---- make a high profi t.

A)   so that  B)   thereforeC)   since  D)   in order to  E)   in case
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1. cultivate ekip biçmek
2. primarily  esas olarak
3. slightly  biraz
4. stimulating  canlandırıcı
5. vary  çeşitlilik göstermek

6. benefit fayda
7. moderate  makul
8. consumption  tüketim
9. mildly  biraz
10. beneficial  yararlı

1. - 3. soruları aşağıdaki parçaya göre 
cevaplayınız.

Coffee plants are cultivated in over 70 countries, primarily in the equatorial regions of the Americas, Southeast Asia, India and Africa, and coffee is a popular drink prepared from roasted coffee beans. It is slightly acidic and can have a stimulating effect on humans because of its caffeine content. It can be prepared and presented in a variety of ways. The effect of coffee on human health has been a subject for many studies; however, results have varied in terms of coffee’s relative benefit. The majority of recent research suggests that moderate coffee consumption is harmless or mildly beneficial in healthy adults. 

1. It can be understood from the passage that ----.
A) coffee is not different from other drinks in terms of stimulation
B) equatorial regions are not so rich in coffee C) the effect of coffee is not the same for 

everybody
D) coffee is a highly acidic drink due to caffeine content
E) one shouldn’t drink coffee if he has heart 

disease

2. What can be inferred from the passage about coffee?

A) It does not always contain caffeine.
B) It hasn’t been subject of study for many years until recently.
C) It is the most popular beverage all over the world.
D) It has very few ways to be prepared and 

served.
E) It can be consumed reasonably by healthy 

adults without any harm.

3. The writer states in the passage that ----.

A) coffee plants are grown in more than seventy countries
B) there aren’t many studies regarding the effects of coffee on humans
C) there is coffee cultivation in two continentsD) roasted coffee beans are hard to cultivateE) the number of coffee growing countries is 

unknown 
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91. - 9. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. External examiners in our university are 
responsible for the ---- of the exams. A)  evaluation  

B)  contribution
C)  agreement  

D)  dependence
  E)  research

2. Criticizing the way we do things at home and 
wanting to change everything, the new fl atmate 
of ours was so ----.
A)  kind  

B)  sincereC)  bossy  
D)  fl uent  E)  indifferent

3. It is important to protect underground water 
from pollution and to use it ---- without wasting a 
drop.

A)  honestly  
B)  wiselyC)  necessarily  
D)  plentifully  E)  calmly

4. For years, soft music has been proved to ---- 
the symptoms of a person who is emotionally 
disturbed.

A)  adjust  
B)  confuseC)  disgust  
D)  relieve  E)  praise

5. After a serious accident, the critically injured 
14-year-old girl was unfortunately ---- by three 
hospitals.

A) taken off  
B) come upC) turned down  
D) put out  E) looked after

6. The last time a serious epidemic ---- in Uganda 
was when the deadly Ebola, for which there ---- 
no cure as yet, broke out in October 2000.A)  occurred / is B)  has occurred / wasC)  had occurred / will beD)  occurs / has beenE)  will occur / had been

7. If you ---- generous to a person for a period 
of time, it is most likely that the person ---- 
advantage of your generosity.
A)  had been / will have takenB)  will be / tookC)  were / has takenD)  have been / will takeE)  are / had taken

8. It is predicted that within ten years we ---- the 
fi rst miniature robotic system.
A)  used to see  

B)  could seeC)  would have seen D)  must have seen
  E)  have seen

9. For some 4,000 years, wind power has been 
used for tasks ---- pumping water or grinding 
wheat by windmills.
A)  whether  

B)  such asC)  in case   
D)  unless  E)  so as to
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5

1. chance  
şans2. consideration  gözden geçirme3. set up  

kurmak4. upload  
yüklemek5. submit  
teslim etmek

6. available  
müsait, uygun7. challenge  
meydan okumak

8. current  
şu anki9. symbolise  
simgelemek10. colonial  
sömürge

1. - 3. soruları aşağıdaki parçaya göre cevaplayınız.

The people of New Zealand are being given the 
chance to choose the design of a new flag. The Flag 
Consideration Project set up a website for people to 
design and upload ideas for a new national flag. The best 
forty from more than 10,000 designs submitted are now 
available for the public to see before a panel selects a 
shortlist of four to be put to a public vote in a referendum 
at the end of the year. The decision to challenge New 
Zealand’s existing flag has been led by Prime Minister 
John Key, who has commented that “the current design 
symbolises a colonial and post-colonial era whose time 
has passed”.

1. It is understood from the passage that ----.A) some people weren’t given the chance to offer 
designs for the new flagB) the best forty designs for the new flag will be on the referendum listC) the citizens of New Zealand are preparing to choose a new flagD) the citizens suggested to change the old flag because it symbolises the colonial eraE) more than 10,000 people participated in the contest that took place at the end of the year

2. According to the passage, which of the following 
is true?

A) The referendum to choose the new flag will be 
held until the end of the year.B) The current flag of New Zealand indicates only 
the post-colonial era.C) There wasn’t much interest in the new designs 
for the flag because people don’t like voting.

D) The last four options of the designs for the new 
flag will be voted in a referendum.E) The existing flag was the design of the Prime Minister himself.

3. The writer states in the passage that ----.A) people can still upload their flag designs until the end of the yearB) over 10,000 designs of flags were presented in 
the first place

C) a panel will select the best forty designs at the 
end of the yearD) the Flag Consideration Project is the name of a 
website

E) some people are against the idea changing the 
current flag

reading test
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1. - 9. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan 

yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 

bulunuz.

1. The number of private universities in the country 

has been on the ---- for a long time.
A)  increase  

B)  ground

C)  revision  
D)  correction

  
E)  concern

2. Unless a child learns how to be ---- towards 

others, he may disregard their rights when he is 

grown up.
A)  suitable  

B)  sensitive

C)  dominant  
D)  rude

  
E)  mutual

3. We should answer the questions in a job 

interview ---- to impress the interviewer.
A)  awkwardly  

B)  wisely

C)  curiously  
D)  regularly

  
E)  clumsily

4. The project team doesn’t ---- the methods 

summarized by the boss, so he will criticise 

them.

A)  donate  
B)  fail

C)  succeed  
D)  calculate

  
E)  apply

5. The renovation of the old French houses and 

schools in Turkey is now ---- by the country’s 

own authorities.
A)  passed down 

 B)  taken off

C)  gone through 
 D)  carried out

  
E)  put up

6. The aesthetic of fi lm ---- in the sixties, when 

cameras and other equipment ---- better, lighter 

and easier to use.A)  would change / would get
B)  has changed / were getting
C)  had changed / have been getting

D)  changed / gotE)  has been changing / had been getting

7. The magician made us ---- he cut the girl into 

pieces but it was merely an illusion.
A)  to think  

B)  to be thought

C)  think 
 

D)  being thought

  
E)  to have thought

8. ---- professional athletes, access ---- the 

Olympics means that they have a chance to 

enter the history books.A)  In / on  
B)  From / at

C)  On / for  
D)  For / to

  
E)  At / over

9. ---- where the children play, they will always be 

exposed to bacteria and viruses.
A)  However  

B)  Despite

C)  So that  
D)  For fear that

  
E)  No matter
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 DİLKO ® İNGİLİZCE

difficulty level

56

1. wound
yaralamak, yara

2. acclaim
alkış, övgü

3. critic
eleştirmen

4. public
umumi, halka açık

5. memorable unutulmaz

6. magical
büyülü

7. avoid
sakınmak

8. translation çeviri
9. exclusively yalnızca, sadece

10. appealing çekici, cezbeden

1. - 3. soruları, aşağıda verilen parçaya göre

yanıtlayınız.

Roald Dahl was born in South Wales in 1916 of 

Norwegian parents. During World War II, he served as a 

British Royal Air Force pilot in Greece, Syria and Libya, 

where he was seriously wounded. In 1942, he was 

posted to Washington as Assistant Air Attaché and his 

fi rst short stories, based on his wartime experiences, date 

back to that period. There followed several collections 

of short stories which were highly acclaimed by critics 

and public alike and have been translated into many 

languages. Although he wrote many books for adults and 

young adults, Roald Dahl is best known for his action-

packed children’s books, like Charlie and the Chocolate 

Factory and The Witches, fi lled with memorable, magical 

characters.

1. It is stated in the passage that during the World

War II Roald Dahl ----.A) translated stories into many languages

B) got several small injuries
C) changed his nationality from Norwegian to

BritishD) fl ew planes for the British Royal Air Force

E) went to Washington to avoid military service

2. It is clear from the passage that ----.
A) Roald Dahl wrote stories about the children in

Syria and LibyaB) wartime pilots had to work in Washington

C) Roald Dahl once wrote short stories about war

D) many people became interested in writing after

the warE) Roald Dahl’s stories were not taken seriously in

Washington

3. We understand from the passage that Roald

Dahl ----.

A) made translations besides writing his own

booksB) preferred to write exclusively for children in his

later yearsC) chose slow-paced stories for his books

D) was not successful in appealing to adults

E) wrote books for different age groups

READING TEST
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DİLKO ® YDT İNGİLİZCE

1. - 9. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 

bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 

ifadeyi bulunuz.
1.  During the Industrial Revolution in the 19th 

century, ---- in engineering made it possible to 

use the wheel effectively in human-powered 

machines.
A)   evacuations  

B)   protections

C)   advances  
D)   denials

  
E)   exposures

2.  Several billion years ago, there were probably 

---- quantities of liquid water on the surface of 

Venus.

A)   ignorant  
B)   obedient

C)   deliberate  
D)   considerable

  
E)   artificial

3.  The wild cats that are still found in some remote 

places are ---- related to domestic cats.
A)   randomly  

B)   inefficiently

C)   eagerly  
D)   distantly

  
E)   sparsely

4.   It is observed that the number of people buying 

their own homes has ---- recently.A)   enchanted  
B)   declined

C)   convinced   
D)   anticipated

  
E)   demolished

5.  If I can ---- with some good ideas, I will begin to 

write my assignment tonight.A)   keep out   
B)   break into

C)   turn up   
D)   get down

  
E)   come up

6.  AIDS ---- to HIV virus, which ---- from human to 

human through blood.A)  linked / was passedB)  links / had been passed
C)  has been linked / could have passed

D)  was linked / will have passed
E)  is linked / can be passed

7.  Although people largely recognizes that 

saturated fat is harmful, consumers are not 

always clear on ---- saturated fat comes from in 

their diet.
A)   which   

B)   where

C)   that 
 

D)   how long

  
E)   whose

8. A sport ---- rules that are a mystery ---- many of 

us, rugby is an important sport in England.

A)   to / of   
 B)  up / in

C)   at / for  
 D)  over / by

  
E)   with / to

9. Although there is a lot of evidence, the man still 

denies ---- his wife.A)   murderedB)   to murderC)   having been murdered
D)   to be murderingE)   murdering

CONSOLIDATION test CHAMPION 11.0
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1. talkative 

konuşkan

2. teenager 

ergen

3. ability 

yetenek

4. rewrite 

yeniden yazmak

5. completely 
tamamen

6. change 

değiştirmek

7. behaviour 

davranış

8. basic 

temel

9. comfortable  
rahat

10. revolutionary 
devrimsel

1. - 3. soruları aşağıdaki parçaya göre 

cevaplayınız.

Albert Einstein was born on March 14, 1879 in Germany. 

He was not talkative in his childhood. As a teenager, 

he was interested in nature and showed a high level of 

ability in mathematics and physics. He rewrote the laws 

of nature. He completely changed the way we understand 

the behaviour of things as basic as light, gravity, and time. 

Although scientists today are comfortable with Einstein’s 

ideas, in his time, they were completely revolutionary. 

Most people did not even begin to understand them. 

1. What is true about Einstein?A) He didn’t have any interest in physics until 

college.B) He was not such a good student at school.

C) He didn’t accomplish things until he was a 

teenager.D) He was not a very communicative child.

E) He had no or little interest in science in general.

2. One can understand from the passage that ----.

A) people didn’t believe Einstein until the twentieth 

centuryB) people had hard time in understanding 

Einstein’s theories 
C) most people understood his ideas even if they 

were revolutionaryD) Einstein rewrote the rules of gravity and time

E) mathematics was a hard subject for Einstein in 

his childhood

3. The writer states in the passage that Einstein 

----.

A) was born in Germany in the eighteenth century

B) had been very scared of communicating with 

other peopleC) challenged the traditional ways of 

understanding the basic natural phenomena

D) had an average level of abilities in mathematics 

and physicsE) wasn’t appreciated much by others as a 

teenager
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CHAMPION 11.0

1

1. - 8. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en 

yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

1. They were not allowed to take part in the 

competitions.

A) No one allowed them to compete in the races 

but they did.

B) It was wrong of them to let us in during the 

races.

C) They could not participate in the races.

D) The competitions took place near their property.

E) The races were not as competitive as they had 

expected.

2. Instead of sending another email to the director, 

we should visit her in her office.

A) I would rather visit the director in her office than 

send her another email.

B) We did not send the director another email 

because we wanted to visit her in her office.

C) It is necessary for us to visit the director in her 

office as she rarely checks her emails.

D) It will be better for us if we send the director an 

email since she is rarely in her office.

E) The director asked us to visit her in her office 

instead of sending another email.

3. Your education expenses seem to be getting 

higher and higher.

A) Apparently, you are willing to pay more and 

more money for your education.

B) If you believe that it is worth, you should spend 

more money on your education.

C) The cost of education is increasing steadily and 

so you have to spend more and more.

D) Higher education should not be something that 

people have to pay money for.

E) It appears that you are spending more and 

more money on your education.

4. This is the first time she has ever had to pack 

her suitcase.

A) Packing her suitcase on her own was a unique 

experience to her.

B) She doesn’t seem to be very interested in 

packing her suitcases before a holiday.

C) It is wrong that she had to pack her suitcase all 

by herself.

D) She hasn’t had to pack her suitcase by herself 

before.

E) I don’t think it will be necessary for her to pack 

her suitcase again soon.

5. Spending all your money on clothes may not be 

a wise thing to do.

A) Perhaps you shouldn’t waste all your money on 

clothes.

B) It is likely that you will be able to spend less 

money on clothes.

C) Even the wisest person may have to waste his 

or her money on clothes.

D) Even though you are a wise person, you are 

wasting your money on clothes.

E) The worst way to spend your money is to buy 

clothes that you will need.

6. You should never sign a document unless you 

have read it carefully.

A) It is not recommended to sign a document 

without reading it carefully.

B) You are not supposed to sign this document 

even if you have read it carefully.

C) It was wrong of you to sign that document 

without reading it carefully.

D) You are not allowed to sign a document without 

careful examination.

E) Whether you have read a document carefully or 

not, you had better not sign it.

skills test

difficulty level

CHAMPION 11.0
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1. - 8. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en 

yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

1. I was on the point of calling the stewardess 

when she arrived pushing the trolley of drinks.

A) I needn’t have called the stewardess to bring 

me some drinks.

B) I must have called the stewardess because she 

appeared before me with drinks.

C) The stewardess shouldn’t have arrived earlier 

than she was supposed to.

D) I didn’t need to call the stewardess to get 

something to drink because she had already 

come.

E) The stewardess appeared with a trolley of 

drinks after I had called her.

2. The problem of unemployment apparently gets 

more and more serious year by year.

A) The unemployment problem varies in 

importance from year to year.

B) There has obviously been an unemployment 

problem during recent years.

C) With each passing year the problem of 

unemployment seems to intensify.

D) The growing seriousness of the unemployment 

problem was not apparent for several years.

E) Unemployment problem has not been apparent 

for several years.

3. Jonathan believes saving money for rainy days 

is absolutely necessary and so do I.

A) Not only did I warn Jonathan about the 

approaching crisis but I also gave him some 

financial support.

B) I personally believe that, just like Jonathan, 

both of us will have financial difficulties in near 

future.

C) Both Jonathan and I think that one must put 

some money aside for the problems he may 

have in the future.

D) Unlike Jonathan, I do believe that even now we 

can do something about the problems we may 

have when we get older.

E) Nothing I said could persuade Jonathan to 

take some measures about the approaching 

problems.

4. Through her hard work and obedience at work, 

Judy has proven that she is a dutiful girl.

A) Judy has shown that she is dutiful as she has 

worked hard and done what she has been told 

to do at work.

B) Judy has been quite successful at work 

although she has hardly obeyed the rules.

C) Judy is a dutiful girl so she will be obedient and 

do her best in order to become successful.

D) Judy hasn’t worked hard enough to be called 

a successful girl but people still think she is 

dutiful.

E) Judy has done everything she has been told 

at work but people think she should be more 

obedient.

5. No one but my brother can have such a peculiar 

idea.

A) My brother, like everybody else, can have such 

a peculiar idea.

B) Everybody except my brother can have such a 

peculiar idea.

C) My brother can’t have such a peculiar idea but 

others can.

D) My brother, unlike everybody, can’t have such a 

peculiar idea.

 E) Only my brother can have such a peculiar idea, 

no one else.

6. The project turned out to be so costly that we 

decided not to go on with it.

A) We didn’t abandon the project though we lost a 

lot of money because of it.

B) We gave up the project since it was starting to 

cost so much.

C) The decision to cancel the project actually 

proved to be costly.

D) Though the project was cancelled, we didn’t 

lose any money because of it.

E) So much money had been spent on the project 

that we couldn’t afford to give it up.

skills test 2
difficulty level
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1. - 8. sorularda, verilen tümceye anlamca en 

yakın ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The characters in this book are fi ctitious, and 

any resemblance to living persons is purely 

coincidental.

A) It is only coincidence if any of the fi ctitious 

characters in this book resemble actual people.

B) Living persons were used as models for the 

fi ctitious characters in this book.

C) The people in this book were designed to 

resemble living persons.

D) Coincidences in fi ction books are always 

possible when characters are involved.

E) There are some living persons that resemble 

the characters in this book.

2. When Columbus left Europe in 1492, he was 

unaware of the changes that would occur as a 

result of his voyage.

A) Although Columbus knew the results of his 

voyage, he didn’t want to mention them.

B) Columbus didn’t know that his voyage would 

cause changes when he left Europe in 1492.

C) Even if Columbus caused a lot of changes 

when he left Europe in 1492, he was not known 

by so many people at his time.

D) Nothing could persuade Columbus to stay 

in Europe because he was not aware of the 

results of his voyage.
E) Many people knew that some changes would 

occur when Columbus left Europe in 1492.

3. When I asked his advice about taking the job, he 

seemed indifferent as to whether I accepted it or 

not.

A) He used to interfere with my work although I 

never asked him for help. 

B) He never showed any understanding whenever 

I asked him for advice about my job.

C) He didn’t know if I had accepted the job as he 

didn’t ask me about it.
D) I wanted to hear his advice to decide whether 

to take the job or not but he wasn’t eager to 

help.
E) He was much too inquisitive when I asked for 

advice and I felt annoyed.

4. It is absolutely forbidden for unauthorized 

personnel to enter the power station.

A) The power station is the only place that the 

staff can enter without authorization.

B) In no circumstances can unauthorized 

personnel enter power station.

C) Only some of the authorized personnel are 

prohibited to enter the power station.

D) Unauthorized personnel used to ask for 

permission to go into the power station.

E) Authorities put no restriction on entering the 

power station.

5. The weather was supposed to be nice but we 

were almost frozen to death.

A) The weather was expected to be cold today but 

it is not.
B) The weather was terribly cold although it was 

expected to be nice.
C) Although everybody expected a cold day, it was 

nice.
D) Nobody expected such a nice day so they were 

really surprised.
E) Unlike our expectations, the weather was very 

nice.

6. I’ve had too many personal problems recently to 

be able to concentrate on work.

A) Although I’ve had so many personal problems 

recently, I can still manage to focus intensively 

on work.
B) I have had such a lot of personal problems that 

I could have failed to concentrate on my work.

C) It hasn’t been possible for me to concentrate 

on work recently as I’ve had more than enough 

personal problems.
D) I couldn’t think about anything else but my work 

despite the personal problems I had.

E) The fact that I have had many personal 

problems recently hasn’t made any difference 

as regards my performance.

skills test 3
difficulty level
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CHAMPION 11.0

1
1. - 8. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en 

yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

1. They were not allowed to take part in the 

competitions.

A) No one allowed them to compete in the races 

but they did.
B) It was wrong of them to let us in during the 

races.
C) They could not participate in the races.

D) The competitions took place near their property.

E) The races were not as competitive as they had 

expected.

2. Instead of sending another email to the director, 

we should visit her in her office.

A) I would rather visit the director in her office than 

send her another email.

B) We did not send the director another email 

because we wanted to visit her in her office.

C) It is necessary for us to visit the director in her 

office as she rarely checks her emails.

D) It will be better for us if we send the director an 

email since she is rarely in her office.

E) The director asked us to visit her in her office 

instead of sending another email.

3. Your education expenses seem to be getting 

higher and higher.

A) Apparently, you are willing to pay more and 

more money for your education.

B) If you believe that it is worth, you should spend 

more money on your education.

C) The cost of education is increasing steadily and 

so you have to spend more and more.

D) Higher education should not be something that 

people have to pay money for.

E) It appears that you are spending more and 

more money on your education.

4. This is the first time she has ever had to pack 

her suitcase.

A) Packing her suitcase on her own was a unique 

experience to her.
B) She doesn’t seem to be very interested in 

packing her suitcases before a holiday.

C) It is wrong that she had to pack her suitcase all 

by herself.
D) She hasn’t had to pack her suitcase by herself 

before.
E) I don’t think it will be necessary for her to pack 

her suitcase again soon.

5. Spending all your money on clothes may not be 

a wise thing to do.

A) Perhaps you shouldn’t waste all your money on 

clothes.
B) It is likely that you will be able to spend less 

money on clothes.
C) Even the wisest person may have to waste his 

or her money on clothes.

D) Even though you are a wise person, you are 

wasting your money on clothes.

E) The worst way to spend your money is to buy 

clothes that you will need.

6. You should never sign a document unless you 

have read it carefully.

A) It is not recommended to sign a document 

without reading it carefully.

B) You are not supposed to sign this document 

even if you have read it carefully.

C) It was wrong of you to sign that document 

without reading it carefully.

D) You are not allowed to sign a document without 

careful examination.
E) Whether you have read a document carefully or 

not, you had better not sign it.
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4
1. - 8. sorularda, verilen tümceye anlamca en 
yakın ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. She can’t have noticed the mistake that I made.

A) She is not capable of noticing the mistakes that 
I make.

B) I’m absolutely sure that she didn’t notice my 
mistake.

C) She wasn’t able to see the mistake that I 
deliberately made.

D) It was very diffi cult for her to fi x the mistake that 
I had made.

E) She should have done something to prevent 
me from making a mistake.

2. He was willing to explain the reason for trying to 
deceive us. 

A) He was reluctant to tell us how he managed to 
make us believe his many lies.

B) He seemed to be interested in fi nding out the 
reasons behind her lies.

C) He didn’t want to talk to us because he was 
ashamed of the lies he told us.

D) He wanted to reveal why he attempted to make 
us believe something that was not true.

E) He was unable to hide his embarrassment 
because of the lies he had been telling us.

3. If I had the power to change the world, I would 
stop all the wars.

A) One day I’ll be very powerful, so I will be able 
to end the wars.

B) Stopping war in the world has nothing to do 
with the power to change the world.

C) I don’t have the power to change the world, so I 
can’t stop the wars.

D) I’m powerful enough to change the world by 
stopping all the wars.

E) Even if I were very powerful, I wouldn’t be able 
to stop any wars.

4. I will wait here patiently until I have received a 
message from her.

A) I will go only after a message from her has 
reached me. 

B) Waiting here patiently will make it possible for 
her to send me another message.

C) I want to leave now but I can’t because she still 
hasn’t answered my message.

D) The last message I received from her said I 
must wait until I hear from her.

E) Her message was so late that I had to wait 
here until a very late hour.

5. The police did not let her leave the country as 
her passport had expired.

A) She didn’t notice her passport had expired until 
the police stopped her at the airport.

B) She should have renewed her passport when 
she decided to go abroad.

C) Her passport had expired, as a result of which 
she was stopped by the police from leaving the 
country.

D) It is not possible for anyone to leave the 
country with a passport that has expired.

E) She wouldn’t be able to go abroad even if her 
passport had not expired.

6. I can’t say that what you do for a living is none 
of our business.

A) I’m not able to fi gure out what you do to earn 
so much money so easily.

B) The business you are doing must be something 
very interesting.

C) It would be wrong to say we are not interested 
in how you earn your money.

D) I must admit that I would like to be able to earn 
as much money as you do.

E) Saying that you can do whatever you want for 
money will be quite right.

skills test difficulty level
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CHAMPION 11.0

1
1. - 8. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en 
yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

1. They were not allowed to take part in the 
competitions.

A) No one allowed them to compete in the races 
but they did.

B) It was wrong of them to let us in during the 
races.

C) They could not participate in the races.
D) The competitions took place near their property.
E) The races were not as competitive as they had 

expected.

2. Instead of sending another email to the director, 
we should visit her in her office.

A) I would rather visit the director in her office than 
send her another email.

B) We did not send the director another email 
because we wanted to visit her in her office.

C) It is necessary for us to visit the director in her 
office as she rarely checks her emails.

D) It will be better for us if we send the director an 
email since she is rarely in her office.

E) The director asked us to visit her in her office 
instead of sending another email.

3. Your education expenses seem to be getting 
higher and higher.

A) Apparently, you are willing to pay more and 
more money for your education.

B) If you believe that it is worth, you should spend 
more money on your education.

C) The cost of education is increasing steadily and 
so you have to spend more and more.

D) Higher education should not be something that 
people have to pay money for.

E) It appears that you are spending more and 
more money on your education.

4. This is the first time she has ever had to pack 
her suitcase.

A) Packing her suitcase on her own was a unique 
experience to her.

B) She doesn’t seem to be very interested in 
packing her suitcases before a holiday.

C) It is wrong that she had to pack her suitcase all 
by herself.

D) She hasn’t had to pack her suitcase by herself 
before.

E) I don’t think it will be necessary for her to pack 
her suitcase again soon.

5. Spending all your money on clothes may not be 
a wise thing to do.

A) Perhaps you shouldn’t waste all your money on 
clothes.

B) It is likely that you will be able to spend less 
money on clothes.

C) Even the wisest person may have to waste his 
or her money on clothes.

D) Even though you are a wise person, you are 
wasting your money on clothes.

E) The worst way to spend your money is to buy 
clothes that you will need.

6. You should never sign a document unless you 
have read it carefully.

A) It is not recommended to sign a document 
without reading it carefully.

B) You are not supposed to sign this document 
even if you have read it carefully.

C) It was wrong of you to sign that document 
without reading it carefully.

D) You are not allowed to sign a document without 
careful examination.

E) Whether you have read a document carefully or 
not, you had better not sign it.

skills test difficulty level
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1. - 8. sorularda, verilen tümceye anlamca en 
yakın ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. She would have worked harder on her art project 
had she known what the fi rst prize was.

A) She worked so hard that she knew the fi rst 
prize would be hers.

B) She couldn’t have put more effort into the 
project to win the prize.

C) She won the fi rst prize because of her hard 
work on the art project.

D) She didn’t work as hard as possible because 
she didn’t know what the prize was.

E) She couldn’t win the prize although she worked 
hard.

2. Those few weeks in March were the happiest 
days of Mike’s life.

A) In no month other than March did Mike have a 
happier life than in those few months.

B) The happiest days of Mike’s life were a few 
weeks ago.

C) Mike has always had a happier life than he did 
in those few weeks in March.

D) Never in his life had Mike been so happy as in 
those few weeks in March.

E) Mike’s happiness in life has always been 
greater than in these few weeks in March.

3. Education cannot function as a vehicle of social 
reform without teachers that are satisfi ed with 
their social conditions.

A) Social conditions of teachers determine the 
type of social reform in a society.

B) If teachers do not have desired social 
conditions, education cannot fulfi l its role in 
social reform.

C) Not only social reform but also education 
closely relates to the social conditions of 
teachers.

D) The best side of today’s system of education 
is that teachers are satisfi ed with their social 
conditions.

E) When education becomes a means of social 
reform, the social conditions of teachers cannot 
be considered important.

4. In neither case was a decision likely to be 
reached by the judges.

A) The judges revealed their opinion not only in 
the fi rst but in the second case.

B) It was not probable for the judges to give a 
judgement in either case.

C) In both cases, the judges showed great ability 
to decide quickly and sensibly.

D) Nobody expected such a decision from the 
judges in either case.

E) The decisions that were reached by the judges 
were different in both cases.

5. Plant cuttings which are placed in water will 
develop roots and can then be planted in soil.

A) When you cut a plant grown in water, you can 
plant it in soil.

B) If the plants grew roots after being cut, it would 
be possible to plant them again.

C) Once the plants are removed from the soil, it is 
impossible to plant them again.

D) The plants which aren’t watered regularly are 
liable to lose roots and, therefore, die.

E) If you put a plant into water after you cut it, it 
will have roots, which enables you to plant it in 
soil.
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CHAMPION 11.0

1
1. - 8. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en 
yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

1. They were not allowed to take part in the 
competitions.

A) No one allowed them to compete in the races 
but they did.

B) It was wrong of them to let us in during the 
races.

C) They could not participate in the races.
D) The competitions took place near their property.
E) The races were not as competitive as they had 

expected.

2. Instead of sending another email to the director, 
we should visit her in her office.

A) I would rather visit the director in her office than 
send her another email.

B) We did not send the director another email 
because we wanted to visit her in her office.

C) It is necessary for us to visit the director in her 
office as she rarely checks her emails.

D) It will be better for us if we send the director an 
email since she is rarely in her office.

E) The director asked us to visit her in her office 
instead of sending another email.

3. Your education expenses seem to be getting 
higher and higher.

A) Apparently, you are willing to pay more and 
more money for your education.

B) If you believe that it is worth, you should spend 
more money on your education.

C) The cost of education is increasing steadily and 
so you have to spend more and more.

D) Higher education should not be something that 
people have to pay money for.

E) It appears that you are spending more and 
more money on your education.

4. This is the first time she has ever had to pack 
her suitcase.

A) Packing her suitcase on her own was a unique 
experience to her.

B) She doesn’t seem to be very interested in 
packing her suitcases before a holiday.

C) It is wrong that she had to pack her suitcase all 
by herself.

D) She hasn’t had to pack her suitcase by herself 
before.

E) I don’t think it will be necessary for her to pack 
her suitcase again soon.

5. Spending all your money on clothes may not be 
a wise thing to do.

A) Perhaps you shouldn’t waste all your money on 
clothes.

B) It is likely that you will be able to spend less 
money on clothes.

C) Even the wisest person may have to waste his 
or her money on clothes.

D) Even though you are a wise person, you are 
wasting your money on clothes.

E) The worst way to spend your money is to buy 
clothes that you will need.

6. You should never sign a document unless you 
have read it carefully.

A) It is not recommended to sign a document 
without reading it carefully.

B) You are not supposed to sign this document 
even if you have read it carefully.

C) It was wrong of you to sign that document 
without reading it carefully.

D) You are not allowed to sign a document without 
careful examination.

E) Whether you have read a document carefully or 
not, you had better not sign it.

skills test difficulty level
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6
1. - 8. sorularda, verilen tümceye anlamca en 
yakın ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. You don’t really think that nothing can be done 
without your help, do you? 

A) You can’t believe that it is not possible to do 
anything if you do not help.

B) What is interesting to me is the fact that your 
help has proven to be priceless.

C) According to people like you, no one can be as 
good as you unless you help.

D) You seem to believe everything we have done 
so far is thanks to your help.

E) What I want to learn from you is whether you 
really do your best to help or not.

2. If only your house was close to mine, we would 
be able to see each other more often.

A) I wish you could help me to move to a closer 
house so that we can meet more often.

B) If I’m not wrong, you want me to move 
somewhere near here to see me more often.

C) Your house used to be close to mine and we 
were able to see each other more frequently.

D) We do not live close to each other, which is why 
we can’t see each other very often.

E) What prevents us from seeing each other is our 
paces of life, not where we live.

3. The moment I sent the email, I realized I forgot to 
attach the document.

A) Once I saw that I did not attach the document, I 
added it and sent the email again.

B) Having sent the email without an attached 
document, I had to send it again.

C) As soon as I pressed the send button, I noticed 
that I did not attach the document to the email.

D) As I forgot to include the attachment in the 
email, I was asked to send it again.

E) Although I forgot to read the attachment in the 
email, I didn’t go back to the messages to read 
it again.

4. We ought to have listed your duties so that you 
wouldn’t forget any of them.

A) You should be able to see your duties on a list, 
so we should not forget to write them down one 
by one.

B) Here are your duties in your new job, which I 
hope will help you to remember them easily.

C) It was a mistake to put your duties on a list 
because we should have trusted your skills.

D) We listed your duties one by one when you 
fi rst started, so you can’t say you forgot any of 
them.

E) We made a mistake by not listing your duties, 
which would have helped you remember them.

5. Whichever university you go to, you will be one 
of the best students.

A) No matter which university you get into, you are 
going to be among the top students.

B) I don’t exactly know which university you will go 
to, but I’m sure you will be very successful.

C) I want you to be the best student when you get 
into the university that you have always dreamt 
about.

D) The university you will go to will teach you what 
to do to be the best student.

E) I don’t care which university you will be going to 
because you are already the best.

6. Having spent fi ve years in prison, Terry does not 
think he can fi nd a job. 

A) As he has been in prison for fi ve years, Terry is 
not hopeful about fi nding a job.

B) Even though he has been a prisoner for fi ve 
years, Terry hopes to fi nd a job soon.

C) Terry cannot fi nd a good job because he has 
been in prison for more than fi ve years.

D) What makes terry worried about his life is the 
fact that he has been a prisoner for fi ve years.

E) Terry won’t be able to fi nd a good job due to 
the fi ve years he has had to spend in prison.

skills test difficulty level
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CHAMPION 11.0
1

1. - 8. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en 
yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

1. They were not allowed to take part in the 
competitions.

A) No one allowed them to compete in the races 
but they did.

B) It was wrong of them to let us in during the 
races.

C) They could not participate in the races.
D) The competitions took place near their property.
E) The races were not as competitive as they had 

expected.

2. Instead of sending another email to the director, 
we should visit her in her office.

A) I would rather visit the director in her office than 
send her another email.

B) We did not send the director another email 
because we wanted to visit her in her office.

C) It is necessary for us to visit the director in her 
office as she rarely checks her emails.

D) It will be better for us if we send the director an 
email since she is rarely in her office.

E) The director asked us to visit her in her office 
instead of sending another email.

3. Your education expenses seem to be getting 
higher and higher.

A) Apparently, you are willing to pay more and 
more money for your education.

B) If you believe that it is worth, you should spend 
more money on your education.

C) The cost of education is increasing steadily and 
so you have to spend more and more.

D) Higher education should not be something that 
people have to pay money for.

E) It appears that you are spending more and 
more money on your education.

4. This is the first time she has ever had to pack 
her suitcase.

A) Packing her suitcase on her own was a unique 
experience to her.

B) She doesn’t seem to be very interested in 
packing her suitcases before a holiday.

C) It is wrong that she had to pack her suitcase all 
by herself.

D) She hasn’t had to pack her suitcase by herself 
before.

E) I don’t think it will be necessary for her to pack 
her suitcase again soon.

5. Spending all your money on clothes may not be 
a wise thing to do.

A) Perhaps you shouldn’t waste all your money on 
clothes.

B) It is likely that you will be able to spend less 
money on clothes.

C) Even the wisest person may have to waste his 
or her money on clothes.

D) Even though you are a wise person, you are 
wasting your money on clothes.

E) The worst way to spend your money is to buy 
clothes that you will need.

6. You should never sign a document unless you 
have read it carefully.

A) It is not recommended to sign a document 
without reading it carefully.

B) You are not supposed to sign this document 
even if you have read it carefully.

C) It was wrong of you to sign that document 
without reading it carefully.

D) You are not allowed to sign a document without 
careful examination.

E) Whether you have read a document carefully or 
not, you had better not sign it.

skills test difficulty level
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 DİLKO® İNGİLİZCE

1. - 8. sorularda, verilen tümceye anlamca en yakın ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The judge forbade the jury to leave the room before they reached a verdict.

A) The judge convinced the jury to reach a verdict of guilty.
B) The judge discouraged the jury from taking a long time to reach a decision.C) The jury was allowed to leave the room only when they reached a verdict.D) The judge persuaded the jury to reconsider the case before they left the room.E) The judge won’t permit the jury to leave the room unless they reach a verdict of guilty.

2. While they kill animals just for fun, they call themselves civilised.

A) They needn’t have killed animals although they are not civilised.
B) They claim to be an advanced society if they don’t kill animals bloodily.C) They are so civilised that they don’t kill animals just for fun.
D) No matter what they call themselves, they can’t have killed animals unnecessarily.E) They kill animals unnecessarily although they claim to be civilised.

3. The colour didn’t suit her, so my wife decided not to buy the dress.

A) My wife wouldn’t buy the dress even if its colour suited her.
B) Even though the colour didn’t suit her, my wife decided to buy the dress.C) Despite its colour, my wife decided not to buy the dress.
D) Except for the colour that suited my wife, the dress was so dreadful that my wife decided not to buy it.
E) As its colour didn’t suit her, my wife decided not to buy the dress.

4. No one thought that any good could result from discussing the problem further.
A) Everybody was sure that they were making their way into solving the problem.B) As the discussion had lasted too long, they started to have no good results.C) Although nobody wanted to discuss, they had to in order to solve the problem.D) Nobody believed making further discussions on the problem would be useful.E) Mostly, it is not good to discuss a problem so long as it may cause bad results.

5. It wasn’t until I was 16 that I learned to swim.
A) I was still learning to swim when I was over 16.B) I tried hard but I couldn’t learn to swim at the age of 16.
C) I was only 16 years old when I started learning to swim.
D) I was able to learn to swim when I was 16.E) I’m 16 years old, and still I don’t know how to swim.

6. Before buying this painting, you should make sure of its being genuine.

A) You should buy this painting whether it’s genuine or not.
B) Whether the painting is genuine is not essential to know.
C) You must be sure that this painting is genuine before buying it.
D) You always buy paintings if they are genuine.E) Whether the painting is genuine or not is not what you have to consider before buying.

skills test 7 difficulty level
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CHAMPION 11.0
1

1. - 8. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

1. They were not allowed to take part in the competitions.

A) No one allowed them to compete in the races but they did.
B) It was wrong of them to let us in during the races.
C) They could not participate in the races.D) The competitions took place near their property.E) The races were not as competitive as they had expected.

2. Instead of sending another email to the director, we should visit her in her office.
A) I would rather visit the director in her office than send her another email.
B) We did not send the director another email because we wanted to visit her in her office.C) It is necessary for us to visit the director in her office as she rarely checks her emails.D) It will be better for us if we send the director an email since she is rarely in her office.E) The director asked us to visit her in her office instead of sending another email.

3. Your education expenses seem to be getting higher and higher.

A) Apparently, you are willing to pay more and more money for your education.B) If you believe that it is worth, you should spend more money on your education.C) The cost of education is increasing steadily and so you have to spend more and more.D) Higher education should not be something that people have to pay money for.E) It appears that you are spending more and more money on your education.

4. This is the first time she has ever had to pack her suitcase.

A) Packing her suitcase on her own was a unique experience to her.
B) She doesn’t seem to be very interested in packing her suitcases before a holiday.C) It is wrong that she had to pack her suitcase all by herself.
D) She hasn’t had to pack her suitcase by herself before.
E) I don’t think it will be necessary for her to pack her suitcase again soon.

5. Spending all your money on clothes may not be a wise thing to do.

A) Perhaps you shouldn’t waste all your money on clothes.
B) It is likely that you will be able to spend less money on clothes.
C) Even the wisest person may have to waste his or her money on clothes.
D) Even though you are a wise person, you are wasting your money on clothes.E) The worst way to spend your money is to buy clothes that you will need.

6. You should never sign a document unless you have read it carefully.

A) It is not recommended to sign a document without reading it carefully.B) You are not supposed to sign this document even if you have read it carefully.C) It was wrong of you to sign that document without reading it carefully.D) You are not allowed to sign a document without careful examination.
E) Whether you have read a document carefully or not, you had better not sign it.
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champION 11.78
1. - 8. sorularda, verilen tümceye anlamca en yakın ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. I’d rather you had waited until I told you to leave.A) I would prefer to wait until I am allowed to go away.
B) I should have told you that you were expected to leave later.
C) You could have waited until someone told me to leave with you.D) You shouldn’t have left before I told you to do so.

E) Leaving without my permission would be a big mistake.

2. My opinion about the matter does not seem to have any signifi cance to you.
A) It appears that you don’t care about how I look at the matter.
B) Apparently, you have been told to ignore my idea about the matter.C) It has been seen that my idea about the problem will not be considered.D) I have seen that my opinion concerning the problem will be ignored.E) You don’t seem to be aware of my idea about this important problem.

3. There used to be a larger number of skilful players in our team.
A) We are not used to having so many skilful players in our team.B) We don’t have as many skilful players in our team as we did in the past.C) The skilful players in our team used to perform much better than they do now.D) In the past we had few skilful players but now we have plenty of them.E) Today we have many skilful players in our team, yet in the past we had even more.

4. Even though I was confused by her words, I didn’t ask for further explanation.
A) What she said sounded weird to me, and so I wanted extra information.B) The things she said was not unclear, but still I expected some more explanation.C) Her words puzzled me, yet I didn’t demand any additional explanation.D) The vague explanation she made forced me to ask for additional information.E) The fact that she kept talking in a confusing way should have been noticed.

5. You wouldn’t spend all your money on clothes if you were not addicted to shopping.
A) You showed that you were still addicted to shopping by spending all your money on clothes.
B) If I were you, I would spend less time with people who are addicted to shopping.C) Your addiction to shopping cannot be overcome unless you stop spending money on clothes.D) The fact that you spend all your money on clothes shows your addiction to shopping.E) You have been spending so much money on clothes that you may soon become addicted to shopping.

6. The suspect is likely to realize soon that she needs legal support.
A) Probably the suspect will understand before long that she is in need of legal support.B) The likelihood of understanding the suspect’s need for legal support has become clearer.C) It is probable that the suspect will admit to making a mistake by taking legal advice.D) The suspect will soon make all of us understand the need for legal support.E) It is likely to cause the suspect to ignore the need for legal support.
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CHAMPION 11.01
1. - 8. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

1. They were not allowed to take part in the competitions.

A) No one allowed them to compete in the races but they did.
B) It was wrong of them to let us in during the races.
C) They could not participate in the races.D) The competitions took place near their property.E) The races were not as competitive as they had expected.

2. Instead of sending another email to the director, we should visit her in her office.
A) I would rather visit the director in her office than send her another email.B) We did not send the director another email because we wanted to visit her in her office.C) It is necessary for us to visit the director in her office as she rarely checks her emails.D) It will be better for us if we send the director an email since she is rarely in her office.E) The director asked us to visit her in her office instead of sending another email.

3. Your education expenses seem to be getting higher and higher.

A) Apparently, you are willing to pay more and more money for your education.B) If you believe that it is worth, you should spend more money on your education.C) The cost of education is increasing steadily and so you have to spend more and more.D) Higher education should not be something that people have to pay money for.E) It appears that you are spending more and more money on your education.

4. This is the first time she has ever had to pack her suitcase.

A) Packing her suitcase on her own was a unique experience to her.B) She doesn’t seem to be very interested in packing her suitcases before a holiday.C) It is wrong that she had to pack her suitcase all by herself.
D) She hasn’t had to pack her suitcase by herself before.
E) I don’t think it will be necessary for her to pack her suitcase again soon.

5. Spending all your money on clothes may not be a wise thing to do.

A) Perhaps you shouldn’t waste all your money on clothes.
B) It is likely that you will be able to spend less money on clothes.C) Even the wisest person may have to waste his or her money on clothes.D) Even though you are a wise person, you are wasting your money on clothes.E) The worst way to spend your money is to buy clothes that you will need.

6. You should never sign a document unless you have read it carefully.
A) It is not recommended to sign a document without reading it carefully.B) You are not supposed to sign this document even if you have read it carefully.C) It was wrong of you to sign that document without reading it carefully.D) You are not allowed to sign a document without careful examination.E) Whether you have read a document carefully or not, you had better not sign it.
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 DİLKO ® İNGİLİZCE

1. - 8. sorularda, verilen tümceye anlamca en 
yakın ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. She did her best to fi nish the work on time but 
she couldn’t. 

A) She failed to do her best to complete the work 
on time as she didn’t want to.B) One thing that she was unable to do was to 
fi nish her work on time.C) Although she couldn’t do her best, she completed the work on time.D) She was unable to fi nish the work even though 

she did all that she could.E) What she was able to do was to fi nish the work 
on time despite the problems.

2. My cousin should have hired a lawyer in the fi rst 
place.

A) It was my cousin’s idea to fi nd a good lawyer to 
help us.

B) The fi rst thing that my cousin did was to look for 
a good lawyer for us.C) Hiring a lawyer right at the beginning was a 
good thing my cousin did.D) My cousin made a mistake by not getting a 
lawyer at the beginning.E) I recommend my cousin to hire the best lawyer 
he can fi nd.

3. What my friend asked me to do was something 
unacceptable.

A) The thing that my friend told me to do was not 
so hard to accept.B) My friend said there was something he wanted 
me to do for him.C) It was not possible to accept the thing that my 
friend wanted me to do. D) Accepting my friend’s offer would be something 
wrong.

E) I accepted the offer because of the fact that it 
came from my friend.

4. They had almost no time to discuss the details 
of their plan.

A) There was hardly any time for them to talk about the details of their plan.B) They were given very little time to consider the 
details of their plan.C) Their plan was not discussed very well because 
they were not given enough time.D) If they had enough time to discuss the details of 
their plan, it would be better.E) Discussing every little detail of the plan would 
be wrong even if they had time.

5. You are spending money as if you had a tight 
budget.

A) The way you spend money reminds me of our 
tight budget.B) Because you have a fl exible budget, you are 
spending money carelessly.C) You are spending money carefully although you 
have a fl exible budget.D) If I were you, I would use my tight budget more 
carefully.

E) You should spend your money carefully as you 
have a tight budget.

6. Everyone knows the fact that dogs are the most 
loyal animals.

A) It is known by everyone that dogs cannot be 
trusted.

B) Dogs are known to be the most faithful animals.
C) Dogs are loyal to their owners, not everyone 

they meet.
D) What everyone should know is that dogs are 

very loyal.
E) The most loyal animals in the world are claimed 

to be dogs.

skills test 9
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CHAMPION 11.01
1. - 8. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en 
yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

1. They were not allowed to take part in the 
competitions.

A) No one allowed them to compete in the races 
but they did.B) It was wrong of them to let us in during the races.

C) They could not participate in the races.
D) The competitions took place near their property.
E) The races were not as competitive as they had 

expected.

2. Instead of sending another email to the director, 
we should visit her in her office.
A) I would rather visit the director in her office than 

send her another email.B) We did not send the director another email because we wanted to visit her in her office.
C) It is necessary for us to visit the director in her 

office as she rarely checks her emails.D) It will be better for us if we send the director an 
email since she is rarely in her office.E) The director asked us to visit her in her office 
instead of sending another email.

3. Your education expenses seem to be getting 
higher and higher.
A) Apparently, you are willing to pay more and 

more money for your education.B) If you believe that it is worth, you should spend 
more money on your education.C) The cost of education is increasing steadily and 
so you have to spend more and more.D) Higher education should not be something that 
people have to pay money for.E) It appears that you are spending more and more money on your education.

4. This is the first time she has ever had to pack 
her suitcase.

A) Packing her suitcase on her own was a unique 
experience to her.B) She doesn’t seem to be very interested in packing her suitcases before a holiday.

C) It is wrong that she had to pack her suitcase all 
by herself.

D) She hasn’t had to pack her suitcase by herself 
before.

E) I don’t think it will be necessary for her to pack 
her suitcase again soon.

5. Spending all your money on clothes may not be 
a wise thing to do.
A) Perhaps you shouldn’t waste all your money on 

clothes.
B) It is likely that you will be able to spend less 

money on clothes.C) Even the wisest person may have to waste his 
or her money on clothes.D) Even though you are a wise person, you are 
wasting your money on clothes.E) The worst way to spend your money is to buy 
clothes that you will need.

6. You should never sign a document unless you 
have read it carefully.
A) It is not recommended to sign a document without reading it carefully.B) You are not supposed to sign this document 

even if you have read it carefully.C) It was wrong of you to sign that document without reading it carefully.D) You are not allowed to sign a document without 
careful examination.E) Whether you have read a document carefully or 
not, you had better not sign it.
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 DİLKO ® İNGİLİZCE

10
1. - 8. sorularda, verilen tümceye anlamca en 
yakın ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Kurosawa has made a defi nite contribution to 
world culture through his fi lms.A) Kurosawa’s contribution to world culture was to 

criticize masterpieces.B) Kurosawa’s fi lms have some effects on the world 
culture due to dealing with controversial subjects.

C) Kurosawa has just produced a fi lm to contribute 
to world culture.D) The fi lms which Kurosawa has directed have 
made a great contribution to world culture.

E) We can’t see much infl uence of Kurosawa’s fi lms 
on world culture.

2. People see scandals in papers every day, which 
leads to the dissatisfaction of public with the 
political state.
A) Papers must try to do something in order to 

prevent the current political corruption caused by 
the scandals.B) The discontentment of people with the political 
condition is due to the scandals that appear in 
papers every day.C) People are not happy with the way papers 
present the scandals that give rise to political 
uneasiness.D) The number of scandals in papers is increasing 
because people seem to like reading about them.

E) People are aware that the scandals that appear 
in papers every day do not refl ect the present 
political state.

3. The afternoon passed quickly and the sun was 
already beginning to go down, so the boys 
reluctantly decided to turn back and make their 
way homewards.
A) The afternoon sun was so hot that the boys had 

to go back home unwillingly.B) When the sun rose up in the blue sky the boys 
decided to build a house for themselves.

C) It was getting late and the boys, unwillingly 
decided to go back home.D) The boys were willing to go home but the sight of 
the setting sun made them stay more.

E) The sun went down so quickly that the boys 
couldn’t understand how the whole afternoon 
passed.

4. My brother, rather childishly, burst into tears at 
the sight of the accident.
A) My brother saw the children crying just after the 

accident.
B) The children cried when they saw my brother’s 

accident.
C) My brother cried with the children when he 

heard about the accident.D) My brother, like a child does, cried with fl oods of 
tears when he saw the accident.E) My brother cried childishly when he saw the 
children after the accident.

5. My decision to get up and dance coincided with 
the band’s decision to stop playing.A) The moment I got up and danced, the band 

decided not to stop playing.B) When the band stopped playing, I was only half 
way through the dance.C) No sooner had I decided to dance than the 
band stopped playing.D) Soon after I started dancing happily, the band 
decided to stop playing.E) I objected to dancing as the band had stopped 
playing.

6. The more convincing your excuse is, the more 
likely you are to persuade people to believe you 
easily.

A) As you persuade people to believe you easily, 
the excuse you make will possibly be more 
convincing.B) If an excuse is too convincing, it is almost 
probable that it won’t persuade people to 
believe you easily.C) The more excuses you make, the more easily 
you will be likely to persuade people to believe 
you.

D) The possibility of persuading people to 
believe you easily increases if your excuse is 
convincing.E) You have persuaded people to believe you 

easily by making convincing excuses.
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DİLKO® YDT İNGİLİZCE

CHAMPION 11.01
1. - 8. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en 
yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

1. They were not allowed to take part in the 
competitions.
A) No one allowed them to compete in the races 

but they did.B) It was wrong of them to let us in during the 
races.

C) They could not participate in the races.
D) The competitions took place near their property.
E) The races were not as competitive as they had 

expected.

2. Instead of sending another email to the director, 
we should visit her in her office.A) I would rather visit the director in her office than 

send her another email.B) We did not send the director another email 
because we wanted to visit her in her office.

C) It is necessary for us to visit the director in her 
office as she rarely checks her emails.

D) It will be better for us if we send the director an 
email since she is rarely in her office.

E) The director asked us to visit her in her office 
instead of sending another email.

3. Your education expenses seem to be getting 
higher and higher.
A) Apparently, you are willing to pay more and 

more money for your education.B) If you believe that it is worth, you should spend 
more money on your education.C) The cost of education is increasing steadily and 
so you have to spend more and more.

D) Higher education should not be something that 
people have to pay money for.E) It appears that you are spending more and 
more money on your education.

4. This is the first time she has ever had to pack 
her suitcase.

A) Packing her suitcase on her own was a unique 
experience to her.B) She doesn’t seem to be very interested in 
packing her suitcases before a holiday.

C) It is wrong that she had to pack her suitcase all 
by herself.D) She hasn’t had to pack her suitcase by herself 
before.

E) I don’t think it will be necessary for her to pack 
her suitcase again soon.

5. Spending all your money on clothes may not be 
a wise thing to do.
A) Perhaps you shouldn’t waste all your money on 

clothes.
B) It is likely that you will be able to spend less 

money on clothes.C) Even the wisest person may have to waste his 
or her money on clothes.D) Even though you are a wise person, you are 
wasting your money on clothes.E) The worst way to spend your money is to buy 
clothes that you will need.

6. You should never sign a document unless you 
have read it carefully.
A) It is not recommended to sign a document 

without reading it carefully.B) You are not supposed to sign this document 
even if you have read it carefully.C) It was wrong of you to sign that document 
without reading it carefully.D) You are not allowed to sign a document without 
careful examination.E) Whether you have read a document carefully or 
not, you had better not sign it.
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Test Sayısı: 10
Test Soru Sayısı: 500

champion 11.1 setinde, 5 adet PRACTICE TEST (Kolay Deneme Sınavı) bulunmaktadır. 

DENEME SINAVLARI
Toplam Soru Sayısı: 1200

Sayfa Sayısı: 20 x 5
Test Soru Sayısı: 400

Sayfa Sayısı: 20 x 10
Test Soru Sayısı: 800

Bu set için 11. sınıf seviyesinde 10 adet YKS DİL Deneme Sınavı hazırlanmıştır.
Bu sınavlar öğrencinin gerçek YKS DİL sınav mantığı konusunda bilgi sahibi olması bakımından 
önemlidir.  Bu sınavların tamamı özgündür.

Örnek PDF
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SORU BANKALARI

Toplam Soru Sayısı: 8565

QUESTION GALLERY, 
ALL QUESTION TYPES 
tüm soru tiplerini tarayan 
ve 800 sorudan oluşan 
bir soru bankasıdır. Bu 
kitapta, Cloze Test, Cümle 
Tamamlama, Okuma 
Parçası, Karşılıklı Konuşma, 
Anlamca Yakın, Verilen 
Durum, Parça Tamamlama, 
Çeviri ve Anlamı Bozan 
soru tipleri bulunmaktadır.  
Soru tiplerinin ağırlıkları 
öğrencilerin zorlandıkları 
sorulara göre belirlenmiştir. 

Sayfa Sayısı: 152
Test Soru Sayısı: 1500

Sayfa Sayısı: 260
Alıştırma Soru Sayısı: 3000

Sayfa Sayısı: 192
Test Soru Sayısı: 800

Sayfa Sayısı: 192
Test Soru Sayısı: 1160

READING ACTIVITY BOOK 
100 adet okuma parçası ve 
bu okuma parçaları ile ilgili 
alıştırmalardan oluşan bir 
aktivite kitabıdır. Paragraflar 
zorluk derecelerine göre 3 farklı 
seviyede hazırlanmıştır.

QUESTION BANK, VOCABULARY 1500 
sorudan oluşan bir kelime soru bankasıdır. Bu 
kitaptaki testler 3 farklı seviyede hazırlanmıştır.

GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY 
STUDIES, öğrencilerin 11. 
sınıftan 12. sınıfa geçtikleri yazı 
daha verimli değerlendirmeleri 
için, içinde her soru tipinden 
testlerin olduğu bir çalışma 
kitabıdır.

QUESTION BANK, GRAMMAR 
1160 sorudan oluşan bir gramer 
soru bankasıdır. Tüm gramer 
konularını tarar. Bu kitaptaki 
testler 3 farklı seviyede 
hazırlanmıştır.

Örnek PDF

Örnek PDF

Örnek PDF

Sayfa Sayısı: 264
Test Soru Sayısı: 760
Alıştırma Soru Sayısı: 1345

Örnek PDF
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DİL BİLGİSİ KONULARININ DİL BİLGİSİ KONULARININ 
ALT BAŞLIKLARIALT BAŞLIKLARI

CHAMPION
11.1
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1. PRONOUNS

1. Subject Pronouns
2. Object Pronouns
3. Possessive Adjectives 
4. Possessive Pronouns
5. Reflexive Pronouns
6. Indefinite Pronouns
7. Reciprocal Pronouns
8. Impersonal Pronoun: One  
9. Demonstrative adjectives / pronouns: This / That / These / Those
10. That / Those used as a pronoun
11. Forms of ‘Other’ 

2. TENSES

A. SIMPLE TENSES

1. The Simple Present Tense
2. The Present Continuous Tense
3. The Simple Past Tense
4. The Past Continuous Tense
5. ‘Will’ and ‘Be going to’
6. The Future Continuous Tense

B. PERFECT TENSES

1. The Present Perfect Tense
2. The Present Perfect Continuous Tense
3. The Past Perfect Tense
4. The Past Perfect Continuous Tense
5. The Future Perfect Tense
6. The Future Perfect Continuous Tense
7. Important Points about ‘Perfect Tenses’
8. Time Clauses
9. Comparison between Tenses

3. MODALS

1. Ability
2. Asking - Giving Permission / Request
3. Obligation / Necessity
4. Prohibition
5. Advisability
6. Preference
7. Expectation
8. Possibility / Deduction
9. Offer / Suggestion
10. Habitual Activity
11. Other Expressions
12. Tense Agreement with Modals

DİL BİLGİSİ KONULARININ ALT BAŞLIKLARI
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D. EXPRESSING PARALLEL AND CORRESPONDING STATEMENTS

59. moreover
60. besides
61. furthermore
62. in addition

63. in addition to
64. also
65. as well as
66. indeed

E. EXPRESSING PURPOSE

67. in order to (= to)
68. so as to (= to)
69. so that

70. in order that
71. lest

F. PAIRED CONJUNCTIONS

72. neither ... nor ... 
73. either ... or ... 
74. not only ... (but) (also/as well) ... 
75. both ... and... 

76. whether ... or...
77. no sooner ... than ... 
78. hardly ... when ...

G. GIVING EXAMPLES AND CLARIFYING

79. for instance, for example
80. in other words

81. that is to say
82. that is

H. OTHER EXPRESSIONS

83. as for
84. as to
85. as regards
86. as of
87. as if (= as though)
88. in case
89. in case of
90. otherwise
91. or (else)
92. but for
93. except for
94. for fear of/that
95. like
96. unlike

97. meanwhile (= in the meantime)
98. regardless of
99. apart from (= aside from)
100. likewise
101. such as
102. rather than
103. nor
104. on the whole
105. in fact (= as a matter of fact)
106. in particular
107. after all
108. instead (of)
109. to sum up, in conclusion, briefly, in short

DİL BİLGİSİ KONULARININ ALT BAŞLIKLARI
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190 saat (11.Sınıf)
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DERS    
SAATİ 
SAYISI

TARİH İŞLENİLEN KONU

1   PRONOUNS konu anlatımı + Grammar Worksheet + Grammar Test

2   “

3   “

4   “

5   “

6   “

7   “

8   Vocabulary Initial - Session 1-2

9   Reading Test 1-2

10   Do & Check 1

11   Skills Test 1

12   Vocabulary Test 1

13   Vocabulary Test 2-3

14   Reading Test 3-4-5

15   Grammar & Vocabulary Journal 1

16   TENSES konu anlatımı + Grammar Worksheet + Grammar Test

17   “

18   “

19   “

20   “

HIZ ÇİZELGESİ

11. SINIF

Grammar Start up, Deneme Sınavı Çözümleri, Soru Bankaları ve Reading Activity 
Book hız çizelgesine dahil edilmemiştir. Ödev olarak verilen çalışmaların çözümleri etüt 

saatlerinde yapılacaktır.



HIZ ÇİZELGESİ
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137   “

138   “

139   “

140   “

141   “

142   Vocabulary Initial - Session 23-24

143   Consolidation Test 7

144   Reading Test 41-42

145   Do & Check 3 (devam)

146   Skills Test 9

147   Vocabulary Test 18

148   Vocabulary Initial - Session 25

149   Vocabulary Test 19

150   Reading Test 43-44-45

151   Grammar & Vocabulary Journal 3

152   Grammar & Vocabulary Journal 3 (devam)

153   Grammar Revision Test 13-14

154  
ADJECTIVES & ADVERBS konu anlatımı + Grammar Worksheet + Grammar 
Test

155   “

156   “

157   “

158   “

159   “

160   Vocabulary Initial - Session 26-27

161   Consolidation Test 8

162   Reading Test 46-47

163   Do & Check 4

164   Skills Test 10

165   Vocabulary Test 20


